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Memphian Susanne Jerome Taylor talks about

her career moves from The Breaks to Drama to her

debut as a solo artist for RCA. By Dawn A. Baldwin.

See page 28.
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Does Andy Warhol sell franchises?

Does he know it? We can certainly

sympathize with him about folks cop—

ping your riff, we‘re not fully over the

hump yet and even big corporations:

are trying to steal our steam.

Will the public accept flaccid

flattery? They say imitation is the

sincerest form of flattery— people are
 
by Tony Jones
 

The BAR—KAYS are headed to

Germany March (8rd for dates

scheduled through the 28rd. More

dates in other European sites have

been tentatively scheduled but as of

press time, no confirmation. Hubert

Crawford, recently with Amnesty,

has reportedly replaced Michael

Beard on drums.

The RUM BOOGIE CAFE is spon—

soring free trips to Beale Street to

any downtown residents or visitors.

The van runs seven nights a week.

485—1036 is the number to call for

pick—up.

The STAGE STOP in Raleigh is

looking for local material to feature

every Sunday night as part of a big

promotional push the Raleigh

hotspot is gearing for Memphis

artists.

Sad, sad, but true—FINGER—

PRINT‘s deal with Motown is

apparently stalled, perhaps perma—

nently. The grapevine says that

conflicts in the A/R office spilled onto

the project.

Two charity events you should take

notice of; for the benefit of ST. JUDE,

the Mid—USA Karate Tournament is

March 8th at the Kang Rhee Insti—

tute of Martial Arts. At Sir Laffs A

Lot Comedy Club every Tuesday

through April 15th, a Funniest Man

On Campus competition will be held

to benefit UNITED CEREBRAL

PALSY, Memphis Chapter.

Check it out! According to a press

rélease mailed to the office the Tiger

Basketball song. "How Sweet It Is"

has been approved by Memphis

State‘s legal department as perfectly

legal. Memphis songwriter TOM

HACKENBERGER, the song‘s

composer, performed the track live

at MSU‘"s last home game. How he

could concentrate with the Pom Pon

Girls performing as he sang is a true

mystery.

bad

Hall and Oates drummer, Mickey Curry, right, has been working on the

trying to prove itin Memphis. Which

Memphian will become famous for

fifteen minutes? and what does a

yellow ‘tropical fruit, trash cans,
vampires, Purple Rain~ and fat

checks have to do with it all? And

where is the Lone Preppy when you

need him? For answers to these and

other deep mysteries, see future

issues.‘

   F3

Good Question sessions with (from left) Ray Sanders, Van Duren, James
Lott and (not pictured) Bill Linesberry.

photo by Morgan Murrell
 

 

It‘s a mystery to me too.

— Tom Hackenberger

 

 
 

 

Check out the pictures on page 52 of
some of the national acts coming to
Memphis in March.

 

 

 
The Bar—Kays will be playing Ger—
many.

  photo by Morgan Murreli
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—The Hooters‘ Eric Bazilian

Talks To The Memphis Star

 

The Hooters performing their January concert at the Coliseum.

 

by Skip Howard
 

he Hooters rolled into Memphis _

on a sunny day in late January

and, after sampling the sights at

Graceland, proceeded to knock its

audience on their collective asses .

with a tight, fast—paced 45—minute

show as the opening act for Loverboy.

Hooters vocalist/guitarist Eric

Bazilian arrived late for the

interview, apologizing and

commenting on the tragedy of the

Space Shuttle Challenger earlier

that day.

__ The band has been riding the

charts of musical success since the

release of their debut album, Nervous

Night, last May. Among the band‘s

highpoints for 1985 were opening the

day—long Live Aid in Philadelphia

last July and closing out the year with

an appearance on MTV‘s New Year‘s _

Eve Rock and Roll Ball.

In short, the band is an overnight

musical success — a six—year overnight

musical success. Part of the success

included selling 100,000 copies of an

EP, Amore, to hometown fans in

Philadelphia.

For that reason, Bazilian said the:

band was genuinely honored to be

asked to open Live Aid.

photo by Skip Howard

"The fact that it was in Philadel—

phia — A — was the only thing that

made it possible for us to be on the

bill, and — B — made it comfortable for

us, because we were playing to our

audience," he said. "We felt like we

were playing to our crowd at home.

We walked out on stage at 9:12 a.m.,

and there were 100,000 people there,

and they were friendly — they were

our fans. In a sense, it was fitting

that we opened the show. We were

the only band that could honestly say

‘Welcome to Philadelphia. Welcome

to our home.‘ We had all come there

to do something really important,

really major, and we were proud to

kick it off."

Bazilian comes across as a

musician who enjoys what he does, in—

cluding the hundreds of interviews

he is asked to do for promotion pur—

poses. Though he sits quietly and

answers proffered questions with in—

tense logic, one gets the feeling that

here sits a nervous (no pun intended)

bundle of energy, ready to bounce off |

the walls. And, it‘s obvious, he enjoys
16.

On stage, Bazilian takes command
of the audience with the other mem—
bers and plays — guitar, saxophone,
"hooter" (more about that later) and
other instruments. "I lost count when

cont. page 53
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~"Reach For The Stars," a tribute to

the Challenger astronauts has been

recorded by Robert Horten at IMS

RECORDING and released to radio

stations. Written by Carl Wise and

Jim Kail, the song is on Fly By Light

Records.

Gene Carithers has recorded

"Southern Boy" co—written by Phil

Olive and Memphis Star publisher,

Jim Santoro. Keith Shaffer

produced. f f

On the contemporary Christian

scene, Gerald Johnson has finished a

single, and producer Aaron Thomas

and his "New Azusa Singers" are

negotiating with Birthright Records

for release of their just finished

album featuring songs written by

Thomas.

The Jubilaires, from Clarksdale,

Mississippi, have been cutting demos

for their album project. Writer Lena

Harper has recorded two country

~ songs with Earl Randle arranging

and producing. Keith Shaffer engi—

neer this and the other IMS sessions.

Memphis actor Mark Johnson>
appears in the Ardent filmed video of

the Everlies‘ "Born Yesterday."

COTTON ROW has opened "The

Attic," a 16—track studio which

features an Auditronics 501

recording console, Fostex multi—

track, Otari 50/50B 2 track,
Westlake monitors, dbx compres—
sors, Yamaha REV 7 digital reverb,

KORG, Roland and Lexicon delays,

Urei equalizers, and an Emulator II
(available). Paul Ebersold is the stu—
dio manager. j

The first projects included Scooter
Hill and Ebersold recording demos
for an upcoming Marilyn McCoo
album and Tilton Fawcett recording
demos with Gerard Harris
engineering.

Cotton Row Music (publishing) has
signed Eddie and Demitrius Thomas
to an artist contract with four sides to
be pitched this spring. Nikos Lyras is
producer and engineer. Musicians
for the project include Tommy
Priakos and Frank Weber on the
Emulator II, Dwayne Thomas on
bass, and James Robertson on drums.

Dexter Haygood (Xavion) has
recently been signed to Cotton Row
Music with Nikos Lyras producing
and engineering cuts to be shopped
by the Mary Tyler Moore Music
Company.

At SOUNDS UNREEL Good
Question is working on the final
songs for their long awaited debut
album. Recorded and produced by
Jack Holder and Don Smith, the
album is being engineered by Evan
Rush. Hall and Oates drummer,
Mickey Curry flew in to add tracks to
the project. e

Nashville singer/songwriter
Danny Tate has been working with
Jack Holder on new songs for Welk
Publishing and to shop major labels.
Evan Rush assisted Jack with the
engineering tasks.

Looker is recording new material
with Jack Holder producing. Jeff
Adams has joined the group, replac—
ing vocalist David Kurtz and bassist
Mike Hutchingson.

Sam Bryant has been working on
song demos for Screen Gems with
Don Smith behind the console.

Don Smith has also begun work on —
his solo project.

MEMPHIS SOUND PRO—
DUCTIONS Co—owner John Fleskes
revealed to the Memphis Star, "We
are looking at a 24 track facility. We
have a building picked out and are
currently in negotiation. We hope to
take possession in the next few
weeks." _.
Currently an 8—track computerized

studio, Memphis Sound Productions
took delivery of the top—of—the—line
224 Lexicon 4.4. It will be available
for rentals. ¢

<The staff at Memphis Sound Pro—

ductions just finished a single with

Gigolo, a new group based in
Memphis.

At CTN (CREATIVE TALENT
NETWORK), Inc. Pam Glisson is
working on demo tapes with Bob
Holden engineering.

Earl Randle and Ronnie Hughes
are working on their on—going prog—
rams for "Let‘s Keep The Family
Together, America" with Cordell
Jackson and Bob Holden engi—
neering.

ARDENT TELEPRODUC—
TIONS just completed a music
video for the Everly Brothers and
rolygram Records. "Born Yester—
‘day, the lead cut from the album of
the same name was shot on location in
a farmhouse just outside Memphis
and incorporates footage of the
Everly Brothers‘ Australlian tour.

The video, shot on 16mm film, was
directed by Marius Penezner and
edited by Phillip Herring at Ardent.
The character actors were Mark
Johnson, Christina Wellford Posson,
and Frank James. The producer for
Polygram was Len Epand..

At ARDENT RECORDING, pro—
‘ducer/manager Wayne Douglas, Jr..
is mixing the RCA Records debut
album All The Way, to be released in
March. All The Way is the product of
the Memphis based band, The Main
Event, which consists of vocalists
Eric Shotwell and Archie Love, key—
boardist Tony Black, bass—player
Jerry Askew, and keyboardist Roose—
velt Nickelberry. Engineers are
William C. Brown, John Hampton,
and Henry Bush. }

Tony Wells, director of A & Rfor
RCA, checked in on his label‘s new
group. f
Mason is still in Studio A at

Ardent. z
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Just One More Step

Up The Ladder

  
DeDe McCarver.
 

by Patty Pair
 

ad‘s Place, a motel restaurant/

lounge located on East Brooks

Road inside the Ramada Inn, is the

setting for the musical treat. Six

nights a week Special Edition can be

found on the Dad‘s Place stage, but

the real treat is a lady with a most

powerful voice, DeDe McCarver.

Now if the last name sounds

familiar don‘t drive yourself crazy

wondering why, it should. For some

years the McCarver name has been

familiar in Memphis music one way

or another. Sometime ago DeDe‘s

father, Bob McCarver, was a dise

jockey for several local Memphis

radio stations and even more recently

held the title of president ‘of the

Memphis Music Association. DeDe

and two of her sisters, at a very young

age, with their parents‘ help and

support, .formed a —small singing

sensation .called ~The McCarver

Sisters. One of the sisters is Kerri,

the wife of Jerry Lee Lewis. :

DeDe started singing at the ripe

old age of eight and has been singing

her heart out for the past fourteen

years.. "I was born singing, I think!"

The first step up the ladder began

when the McCarver Sisters started —

playing benefits, talent shows, and

shows at the Coliseum. At age eleven

DeDe cut her second demo tape and

much to her surprise "Raggedy Old

Man" climbed the pop charts to

number sixteen. And because she

cont. page 13
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by Bill E. Burk

ONDON——Being blind, says

I IStevie Wonder, "I always had
the luxury of being able to:

imagine how the sighted see things,
but with the added bonus ofobjectivi—
ty, and seeing that however bad
something is, it doesn‘t mean it can‘t
be better. We are all one in God‘s
eyes."

Wonder was kicking back,
relaxing for a few precious moments
before taking part in a campaign
here supporting Children In Need.

"I‘m very happy now that people
are rallying around causes that are
against the things that have been
sicknesses in the system of mankind,"
he said. "Look at AIDS. When people
realize life is in jeopardy all the
prejudices go out the window. It‘s the
same thing with color prejudice, the
greed for political power, the
nuclear question—— they are all sick—
‘nesses. The only difference between
a bomb and a disease is the time it
takes to kill people."

This idealism that he speaks openly
of is also very much a part of

Wonder‘s music and of his daily life.

His longstanding efforts to have
Martin Luther King‘s birthday made
a national holiday —— promoted in his
song, "Happy Birthday"—and his
part in collecting millions of signa—
tures for the campaign were key
factors in King‘s birthday becoming
a national holiday this year.

Another song, "Don‘t Drive
Drunk," has become an anthem for
anti—drunk driving forces in the U.S.
and Spain, with Sweden set to adopt
it.

Wonder was one of the leadersin
the USA for Africa‘s "We Are The
World" LP that grossed millions for
the starving in Africa. And he was
recently arrested for obstruction
after entertaining protestors outside
‘the South African embassy in
Washington.

For someone who has been blind
since birth, the subject of apartheid
has a particular irony. Yet he sees
the absurdity more clearly. than
most. What does black and white
mean to Stevie Wonder?

"The difference," he says, "can be
detected in dialect, speech, aggres—
siveness or non—aggressiveness, the

"The Only Difference Between

A Bomb And A Disease

Is The Time It Takes

To Kill People."

— Stevie Wonder

texture of a person‘s skin or hair.
"There was a guy who used to go to

the school for the blind with me and
one day he took me aside and said,
"Wonder——he used to call me that——I‘m
really glad you came to this school,
but there are some black guys here
you really got to look out for.‘ He was
touching my shoulder, then he got up
to my hair and it was ‘Stevie! I didn‘t
know you had SOUL hair!‘ " With
this, Wonder rocked back laughing,
as if to say, "see how absurd it is?"
He recalls touring the Deep South

in his early days, back when he was
Little Stevie Wonder. He was part of
a Motown Revue gig playing Macon,
Ga., and the group balked at
performing under a Confederate flag
on stage. s
"This guy comes up to me and he

says, ‘You see how that flag‘s blowin‘
in the wind? Well, ya‘ll gonna be.
blowin‘ in the wind the same as that.
flag if you don‘t get your arse on, |
stage.‘ ". He laughs again recalling :
the confrontation. £
Well, did they get their collective

arses on stage?

"I‘m here tellingyou the story. ain‘t
I?" he laughed. 3
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Sitting around trading tales with

Stevie Wonder, one is likely to hear

the hardnosed Detroit street talk and

some rather credible Southern red—

neck dialect creeping into: his

anecdotes. For one thing, Stevie

Wonder is an excellent mimic.

He‘s also an excellent musician of

many years standing. Since his first

recording in 1962, at the age of 12,
Wonder has cut 30 LPs, selling more

than 50 million records worldwide.

Incredibly, looking back at these

figures, when "I Just Called To Say I

Love You" hit Number One in early

1985, it was Wonder‘s first charttop—

per since "Fingertips" in 1963.

Two of the major influences in his

life, he says, are Berry Gordy,

Motown‘s boss, who discovered him

and nurtured his career, and his own

lawyer, who negotiated a $6 million

dollar deal for him with Berry and
Motown.

Stevie Wonder is a musical
pioneer. He has never been afraid to
reach out and try something new. He
was among the first performers to try
synthesizers; the first pop artist to
use digital recording; and it is
rumored he will soon be trying Mem—
phian Pete Pederson‘s harmonica
synthesizer.

His computerized syntheSIZers are
purpose—designed and built, with
information displayed. in Braille
rather than video display. Much of
this technology, invented and
developed for Wonder, has now been
adopted for general use by the blind.
He has even composed a film
soundtrack, ‘"The Secret Life of
Plants,"
talked through it by an aide, and a
system of. aural signals, measuring
off the frames of the film.

Wonder said he is currently
working on a stage musical, includ—
ing sets, costumes and dancing that
he‘will never see. It will, he says, be
about "the activities of life."

Unfailingly polite during our un—
planned‘ minutes together, Wonder
begged away to get back to one of his
travellingkeyboards.
all, is his first priority. Always has
been. Always will be. Andrightful—
ly so.

(Memphis Star writer Bill E. Burk
has been living in Europe since early
Décember. He is back in Memphis
planning his next moves.)

by a combination of being —

Music, after —

 

We Shall Overcome Someday
AHand for the Needy

*a
Memphis celebrities chorus "Hand InHand" for the Memphis Food Bank‘s
charity project recorded at Shoe.
 
by Dawn A. Baldwin
Local celebrities, radio and TV

personalities, politicians,
businessmen, and a couple dozen
choir members gathered at Daily
Planet/Shoe Productions studios on
Sunday, February 9, in hopes that a
song can. make "someday" come
sooner for the thousands of hungry in
Memphis. The song is "Hand in
Hand," written by local guitarist Ken
Dinkins.

Dinkins and his longtime friend
Ken Harris, a student at MSU,
organized the event. Their goals
were to promote a positive image of
Memphis within the Memphis
community and to raise money for
the Food Bank. Explains Dinkins,
"We asked ourselves what we could
do to help change things .. . and then
we did it. We want Memphis to unify,
to see how much potential is right
here."
Dinkins arranged the music side of

the project and Harris handled
public relations, sending out about
fifty letters in two weeks. "More
people responded than we thought —
about 50 to 60%," says Harris. And
some people wanted to come but
couldn‘t, like Fred Smith, he just got
out of surgery. And Don Sundquist is
in Hong Kong."

Bobby. Manuel of Daily Planet f
donated studio time to the "Hand in

 

 

photo by Morgan Murrell

Hand" project at cost. Jokingthat the
proceeds from the record were really
going to the "Bobby Manuel
Memorial Flu Fund," he struggled
with a crowded control room, blown
fuses, and less than professional
singers to complete the voice track on
Sunday. Manuel is the engineer on
the record, and co—produces it with
Rick Steff, keyboardist, and Dinkins.

Cablevision, under the direction of
Mike McCarroll, was on hand to tape
a video of the session which will be
shown on local cable affiliates.
Dinkins and Harris own the rights to
the video and hope to get it aired on
the network stations locally. "The
purpose is charitable," explains
McCarroll, "to promote the record
and to promote Memphis."

Mayor Morris sings on the record,
along with city council members Pat
Vanderschaf and Minerva Johnican,
newscasters Claudia Barr, Ed Craig,
Jack Eaton, and Jerry® Tate,
discjockeys Steve Conley and Bill
Hickock, along with Fred Cook,
Joyce Cobb, and many others.
Backing them up are the First
Baptist Lauderdale choir and the
Overton High School Ensemble.

Robert Hall plays drums; Mike
Adams, bass; Rick Steff, keyboards;
Bobby Manuel and Ken Dinkins,
guitar.

All. proceeds from record sales go
to the Memphis Food Bank. fl
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Unfortunately the Memphis Star

copy deadline fell several days before

last month‘s Grammy Awards. By

now you already know who the big

winners are. But what you don‘t

know (as we do not either at this mo—

ment) is who the winners of the Pre—

mier Players Awards are. The thir—

teen winners and photographs of the

local party and awards presentation

will be featured in this column next

month.

At last month‘s NARAS meeting

Vice—President Michael Harrington

reported that the current NARAS

membership was at 260. This will be

the record breaking year for new

‘members! Dan Pfeifer, a member

— who joined the latter part of the year,

tied with Jack Abell in the contest to
see who could bring in the most new

active members. As a result, Pfeifer

went to the Grammy Awards show in

Los Angeles and will have a full

report at next month‘s meeting.

(Jack Abell also won tickets but local
obligations prevented. him from

leaving town. Maybe next year,
Jack.)

Steve

scheduled to speak at last month‘s

meeting but a sudden staff meeting

at the station kept him away. Steve

will appear at this month‘s meeting

on March 4.

In an unprecedented move, the

NARAS. membership voted

unanimously to hire local musician/

songwriter Rick ‘Clark to act as

liaison between the recording

academy and local radio stations. In,

this capacity Clark will present

screened product to Program

Directors for their review for

possible airplay. The chapter also

voted to award a small grant to the

Commercial Music Association at
Memphis State for a promotional
flexidise project.

Kelley of WZXR was

‘cooperation among people
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Just because the Grammys are
over for this year, it doesn‘t mean that

NARAS will retire its energies ‘til

craft committee time rolls around

again. The local chapter will help

sponsor the upcoming Music

Seminar scheduled for April 12 at

the Peabody. . Several NARAS

members have been asked to submit

their ideas for this day long event.

Other projects include the collab—

oration of NARAS and the Memphis

and Shelby County Film, Tape and

Music Commission in the 1986—87

Motion Picture, Television and Music

Directory. _NARAS Executive
Director Deborah Camp and FT&M

Commission —Executive —Director

Martha Ellen Maxwell hail the effort

as one that will not only save both

organizations time and money but

will also help foster a spirit of

in
industries that have a symbiotic
relationship.

In —addition, NARAS is also

planning its third "Ridiculous

Record Sale." This time, instead of

using the money toward scholar—

ships, NARAS will give its proceeds

to the MSU Commercial Music

Association which will also be used

toward the cost of the flexidise

project.. The date of the sale has not

yet been announced.

This month‘s NARAS meeting will

be held Tuesday, March 4, at 5:30 in

the 5th floor auditorium of the Media

General Building on Union

Extended. For further information
call Deborah Camp at 454—2350.

The Memphis Chapter of NARAS
would like to welcome the following
new members to our chapter: Aaron

Thomas, Joan Rim, Lawrence Pilson,

Marian and Frank Shaffer, and Greg
Frascogna. 71}:

Support Public Broadcasting

WKNO

fm 91
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Hi Roller —

 

Rip—Off or Loan?

Dear Hi Roller,

Just a word about your 1985

"Craps" Awards that I saw in the

January 1985 issue. "GREAT!" I‘m

looking forward to next year‘s

awards.

Jeff D., Southaven

Thanks Jeff,

It was fun and I look, forward

myself sometimes, though I do not

make a habit of it.

Hi Roller

Dear Hi Roller,

As a musician, I thought your

column last month was great. My

girlfriend thought it stunk. Have:you

ever talked about how pawn shops rip

off people? I was short on cash and

took two of my best guitars in. I paid

about $1400 for them and they are

only two years old. Those (delete)
would only give me $250. And that

was the highest. Some other shops
only offered $150. What a rip off...

B.D., Mid—town

Dear B.D.,

Being of questionable finances

most of the time, I have had a lot, and

I mean a lot of experiences with pawn

shops. Let me clear things up for you.

First of all, the pawn shop that you

dealt with didn‘t "give" you anything.

They made a LOAN to you. No

matter what value you place on your

guitars, the pawn shop doesn‘t want

to keep them. They want you to come

back and redeem them. Pawn shops

Wmfldprefer to earn a living off the
i est and charges you pay rather
than trying to sell your stuff and
hoping to at least break even.

In doing "official" research for
your question, I went out drinking

$ With a few pawn brokers (by the way,
1haven't been reimbursed by the
Star yet). L learned that as a general

 

rule they loan only a small percent of
an item‘s resale/retail value. On
some items, such as jewelry or guns
they may go a bit higher. (So you
really didn‘t get ripped.)

I hope this helps you some. Here
are a few other tips that may help
you. With most pawn shops, as long
as you keep the interest paid up cur—
rent, they will hold your item for you.

Most of them will work with you.

Communicate with them often. They
can‘t read your mind.

Unfortunately, some pawn
brokers, through bad experiences
with musicians or just a bad attitude
on life, will treat you like dirt no
matter how pleasant you try to be.
The best thing to do is to remain plea—
sant and take yourself somewhere
else that wants your business. Let
that person go broke on his bitter:
ness.

Pawn shops are a great place to buy
things. Remember, most of the time
the prices are flexible if you are
paying cash. How flexible depends
on how much money they have tied up
in it. Keep all your negotiations on a
friendly basis, you will never "high
pressure" any sale out of a pawn shop.
Like the waitresses, they‘ve heard
every pitch there is.

If you are not sure of the deal, ask if
the price is still good laterthat day. If
the answer is "yes" then go and look
elsewhere if you want, but you‘ll
probably be back. If he says the deal
is only good if you buy it "now" then
you‘ve got a problem. Either he is
sure that a similar item is much less
expensive somewhere else, or he just
realized that he put his foot in his

© mouth with a price that is TOO low
and he is hoping that you walk out on
it. (Usually it is the former.)

I hope that this helps you. some.
Keep the letters coming.

Hi Roller

(write to Hi Roller C/O the Memphis
Star 643 South Highland, Memphis,
Tn. 38111)

  

 

Great! Perms, Cut,

and Style.

901—458—1233

Poplar Plaza

(Facing Prescott)

By Appointment Only

 

 

‘— FACULTY °

LOUNGE

3547 Walker
(% block east of Highland)

454—9212 — 327—5388

PIZZA

BAR—B—QUE
Sandwiches

CHEESEBURGERS

Happy Hour
12—5 p.m. ® Mon.—Fri.

Longnecks $1.00

Homemade

Beef Jerky

Mark

Showalter

Wed., Fri., Sat.

 

 

   

See MEMPHIS STATE

.

Sports on Our New

5 Foot TV Screen
Visa * Mastercard *
Checks with LD. _#  

   

  

    

      

  
Business

Machines

3196 Winchester

795—2519

3 Typewriter specialists and
suppliers to business where

: performance counts |

 Ne
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by Bill E. Burk
 

GARY MORRIS on a hot streak!
Riding a string of Number One hits,
the handsome hunk who is also seen
as Wayne Masterson in TV‘s "The
Colbys," is planning a duet LP with
new mommy Crystal Gayle, as well as
a "simple" LP — just his acoustic
guitar and his captivating voice. And
Warner Bros., seeing his past
successes, is solidly behind his
desires. Morris confided to close .
friends he was disappointed in not
winning Country Music Association‘s
Male Vocalist of the Year in 1985.
He‘s a musical workaholic who is fast
developing a fandom. WB already
planning a "Greatest Hits" LP for
him. f

RICKY SKAGGS, CMA‘s
Entertainer of the Year, surprised a
lot of folks when he sold out the hall in
Paris on his recent European swing. —
After all, Paris — the one in France
— has not been known as a hotbed of
country music. Equally surprising,
Skaggs did not sell out Royal Albert
Hall in London a couple of nights
later. He did extremely well in
Norway and Holland. Skaggs‘ show
was videotaped and recorded in
London for a planned "Live in

 

London" LP to be. released in
October.

ALABAMA, Meanwhile, said to be
having second thoughts about a
talked—of—European tour — their
first — because of all the terrorist
talk of killing Americans. So
concerned are they thatRandy Owen,
the lead singer, failed to make an
appearance at CMA‘s board meeting
in London.

HANK WILLIAMS, JR. is the
latest country music star to put his
name on a "museum" along what
should soon be known as "Museum
Row" in Music City. Bocephus‘ relies
will go on display in the middle of this
month.

LORNA GREENWOOD and
Kathy Shepard, billing themselves as
Mon Reve, showcased the video to
their debut single, "This Old Kitchen
Table," at a Music Row nightclub
recently, drawing raves from Record
Row execs. The song is a country
music natural — a kitchen table that
has been in the family for years, and
all the things that have taken place
for generations at that table. The
girls are professionals, but die—hard
country folks are wondering about
the selection of their name. Mon
Reve? French for "my dream."

 

Gary Morris, center, with Tim Wipperman of Warner Bros. and Connie
Bradley, ASCAP Executive Director.

   

STEVE POPOVICH is new head
man for Polygram/Mercury Records —
in Nashville.. During 10 years in
promotion for CBS, Popovich was
instrumental in the careers of Mac
Davis, Bruce Springsteen, Santana
and Chicago and helped create the
crossovers of country stars Lynn
Anderson, Ray Price and Johnny
Cash. He‘s credited for Tom Jones‘
recent successes in country music.

JOHNNY RODRIGUEZ staying
busy. Days after he appeared at the
kickoff of the third annual Gold Rush j
Classic in Alaska — the world‘s
longest snowmobile race, from Big
Lake to Nome— Rodriguez co—hosted
the sixth annual Tejano Music
Awards in early March in‘ San —
Antonio, Texas.

DOLLY PARTON planning Dolly—
sized grand opening for Dollywood,
the new theme park she‘s fronting at
Pigeon Forge, TN, near her home in
Sevierville. The early May opening
will attract worldwide attention.
SYLVIA making her acting debut

soon, appearing in a Disney fairy—
tale, "Petronella." Her own career
reads like a fairy tale.

COUNTRY MUSIC concerts held
the top four positions in Amusement
Business‘ Boxscore Top Concert
Grosses for December 1985 and "our
projections for 1986 show no decline
at all," says C.K. Spurlock, president
of North American Tours. Spurlock
represents Kenny Rogers in concert
and manages Sawyer Brown:
Rogers, Lee Greenwood, Dolly
Parton, Alabama and Ray Charles
(now considered a country artist)
have been recording sellout after
sellout on tour. The combination of
Rogers/Sawyer Brown placed 17
times in AB‘s Top 25 Country Music
Boxscores for 1985. "We‘ve never
had an opening act that has had the;
drawing power of Sawyer Brown," 4
said Spurlock.

.

George Strait J8—
another strong comer on the concert,
trail.

_

Willie Nelson‘s Farm Aid.
benefit, officially listed a country—gig ,
despite the presence of suchstars as,
John Cougar Mellencamp, grossed
$1,450,000 from a gate of 79,000'5'7,“
both new all—time records in tfi‘éfv f
history of country music. __" ”I
HAPPY

.

BIRTHDAYS during ..
March to Mickey Gilley (9), Ralph:;
Emery (10), Jerry Jeff Walker (16), :;
Charley Pride.(18), Jerry Reed (20);;
and Charly McClain (26)¢¢ OS
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DeDe from page 7

was already playing the Vapor‘s

Supper Club at seventeen she chose to

graduate a year early from Overton

High School.

Special Edition has been playing

Dad‘s Place for the past two years

and is looking forward to a two week

engagement at the Ramada Inn in

Hot Springs, Arkansas real soon.

"This band likes to have everything

perfect," DeDe said with a smile

before adding, "the band played in

the Marlboro contest last year and we

placed third there — we worked real,

real hard and we‘re going to do it

again in October." And then

remembering one of the: most

exciting times in her career, "One

time we played George Klein‘s

Christmas Show and Jerry Lee was

on there. That‘s one of the biggest

things we‘ve done; it was real

exciting."

DeDe describes her voice as "pop,

country, kinda ballad type," though

the music she and Special Edition

play is pop and Top Forty. When

DeDe was asked if they, meaning

Special Edition — DeDe included,

wrote any of their own material

DeDe answered with a smile, "No, I

don‘t think I have that blessing, but

I‘ve never really tried."

DeDe‘s future plans . .. "Hopefully

to become a big star one of these

days." And just exactly how does

Special Edition plan on fulfilling

that dream? Doing demos and

sending them out and hopefully

someone will pick it up. Music Fest is

coming back and hopefully we‘ll get

to do that, but it will eventually

come."

Other members of Special Edition

include Pete Fletcher on drums,

Ralph Armstrong on keyboards,

Richard Douglas on lead guitar, and

David Fowler on bass. When asked if

she thought it easy to break into the

music industry here in Memphis she

replied, "No, there‘s a lot of people

trying to be competitive or whatever;

it‘s real hard."

From the beginning right to the

end, DeDe‘s family has been, is, and

will always be right behind her. In

fact the best advice her father ever

gave her was, "Do the best you can,

try, don‘t let nothing get you down; if

it does look forward and go on." And

DeDe McCarver will go on — there‘s

certainly no doubt about that.3

 

MEMPHIS‘ Newest: "us

Martin Guitar Dealer

 

March Specials

e Brand New Sigma DMZ Acoustic Guitars $999°

e Introducing:: Stinger Electric Lead and Bass Guitars

from $181"

* The Martin J—40 M Jumbo Acoustic

March — e HP—300 f

Keyboard
— Touch Sensitive

S ial
— Portable

pecials
. MIDI §

e HS—60 Synthesizer
— fully programmable

— 128 Presets

— MIDI

e HP—450 Piano Plus

— Touch Sensitive

— 88 note keyboard

— MIDI
 

Introductory Discount Prices — Visa, Mastercard, Financing

—— Check Our Selection Of

 
 

 
 

Pianos Sheet Music Lessons

Chickering Guitar Strings Piano, Guitar
Hei Guitar Amps 0 H

eintzman Fibes Drumsticks gan, HatP

Tuning . Roche Reeds Woodwind, Brass

Repair Darco Guitar Cables in our studio

 

Les Thompson‘s

Salon Of Mus
ic

3808 S. Mendenhall 366—0698
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“Jack Holder?
1

He‘s In The

Studio.

WouldYou
Like To
Take A
Number?"

 by Anna Cham
Quiz: Name the local product youhave heard on commercial radio inthe past year that sounded like itought to be there.Answer: The Crime, Drama, KeithSykes, Larry Raspberry, PamChilds—Davis, Danny Tate.Significant Common Factor: JackHolder listed somewhere in thecredits.If you haven‘t noticed his name in

 

Studio News every month, maybeyou have seen him play in one of the,bands he‘s been onstage with: TheRevolving Band, Hipbone, theRomeos, Drama, Cobra, RPM,Black Oak Arkansas, The JackHolder Band, Larry Raspberry and —the recent generation of High—steppers or maybe even the Hot~ Dogs, 12 years ago.Who is this guy?!___A relatively unknown producer,Jack Holder, has 3 albums comingout this spring on major labels withcompany money to promote them tothe public.. Memphis Star doesn‘texpect him to be "unknown" for muchlonger.

  Jack Holder, left, Van Duren, center and Don Smith.photo by Morgan Murrell
I initiated contact with JackHolder a year after hearing his nameassociated with the most impressivedemo tapes pressed on me by media—grubbing artists.Holder produced demo tapes onRob Jungklas that captured a dealfor Rob (See May 1985) and theproducers‘ gig for Holder. Man—hattan Records bid against 5 well—known labels to make the rare offer ofputting major money in an unknownartist with an unknown producer tocut the album in a Memphis studio(Sounds Unreel).
Accordingto Jon Hornyak, co—owner of Sounds Unreel, the albumCloser to the Flame is due out in mid—

March.

"We tracked everything here,"

Hornyak says. "The record company

decided to re—cut some of the tracks in

New York with Bill Whitman co—

producing. They mixed everything

in New York. SoJack is listed as co—

producer, arranger and he also

engineered, co—wrote one song and

played on the album."

Those same credits apply to the

album cut for Epic Records artist

Terry McNeil, due for a summer ‘86

release.

"Terry McNeil came right after we

finished up the contracts on Rob,"

Holder explains. "About. 8 weeks

before our start date I had a call from

my attorney, Jim Zumwalt. ‘How

would you like to be involved with co—

producing a song writer from

Huntsville, Alabama who‘s signed

to CBS? " The project was initiated

by producer Eli Ball.

"Eli had been involved with him

(Terry) for a long time," Holder says.

"He was looking for a guy like me, a

musician—producer who plays a lot of

instruments and can arrange songs.

Terry‘s a great singer.. A real high
energy type. They needed someone to

take his material and get it in shape. I

did all the music — as to the arrang—

ment and production of it."

Holder‘s contribution to the music

as a player includes keyboards,

guitars, synthesizer programming,

percussion and saxophone. David

Cochran plays bass on the albumand

Chad Cromwell plays drums.

"Terry‘s music is high energy pop.

It‘s the first major record I got to be
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involved with and I was really happy

to be there," Holder says with a big .

smile.

After the Terry McNeil and Rob

Jungklas projects, William Lee

Golden (an Oak Ridge boy) came to

Sounds Unreel to cut his solo debut.

With Eli Ball producing, Holder

served as band leader, engineer, and

arranger. In the mixdown stage,

Holder, Don Smith (Sounds Unreel

co—owner) and David Thoener

(credits: John Waite, John Cougar

Mellancamp, John Parr) engineered

final mix of the tracks for the album.

"The record company (MCA) is

ecstatic," about the project, John

Hornyak says. "We had Booker T.,

David Cochran, Chad Cromwell,

Eddy Shaver, and Jack as the basic

band. Jim Dickens, Vince Gill and

Carl Marsh made guest appear—

ances."

Holder‘s stock is certainly rising

in national circles. His expertise is

easily demonstrated by listening to

Memphis product.... Jack Holder

productions are consistently

considered among the strongest

locally produced projects in

circulation. For instance, the

Crime‘s Crask City USA album.

Sales are good and recognition by

Epic on their Ten Best Unsigned

Bands album is proof positive.

Holder says of his techniques, "I

take the artists and the songs and do

everything one step at a time. Try to

make it happen with the basic tracks.

Depending on the musicians and the

way the session is set up, sometimes

you don‘t need musicians. You deal

with machines.

the most fail—safe way to do it." —

But with the Crime, "Those were

all live tracks — no machines. Carlton

(Rash drummer) played his ass off.

You‘ve gotta start with a good

foundation or there‘s nothing to build

on. He was real excited and every—

thing he did sounded great.

"I didn‘t really produce that all on

my own. I would take each one of

them individually and work with

them. Carlton and the song he wrote,

"Crash City." ‘On the songs Rick

Camp wrote, he would take an active

hand and we would stage the whole

song the way he felt it should be. I

was doing co—producing with him to

help him fill up the holes and get rid

of the boring shit. You know, "get to

Sometimes, that‘s _

the chorus, don‘t bore us! That kind

of thing, which is wham bam music.

That‘s what they play," Holder

laughs.

Introspective again, Holder added,

"The Crime was the first project we

(Sounds Unreel) did with the new

console (a Soundcraft 24° track).

There was a lot of personalpressure

at the beginning. . But the EP seems

to be doing well."

Also receiving good reception with

commercial DJs ‘is Pam Childs—

Davis‘ recent single release, "Doin‘

All The Right Things" and "Wrap It

Up." Holder had a chance to apply

his Prince style talents to the project —

"Produced, Arranged and Recorded

by: Jack Holder." Yes, that means he

is the band. Saxophone, keyboards,

bass, guitars, background vocals,

engineering — everything except the

Linn Drum programming, which

was done by Chad Cromwell.. The

promoted Richard Orange tune,

"Doin‘ All The Right Things" has

garnered airplay in 7 states at press

time. Locally Z103 has placed the

song in light rotation. The cover of

Ann Peebles‘ Stax "Wrap It Up"

demonstrates Holder‘s skills at

upgrading music into the eighties.

Jack Holder, left, in his Cobra days with Jimi Jamison, center, now of

"Hyper—space. What I had three

years ago and what we have now is

like, whew...hyperspace," Holder

said of the changes in Sounds Un—

réel‘s equipment since the three of

them joined forces. "I first got in—

volved with Jon (Hornyak) and Don

(Smith) when we recorded the Cobra

demo tapes."

The formation of Cobra in 1982

began with Jack Holder and

Memphis‘ Survivor Jimi Jamison.

"Jimi and I started working

together. Wesaid, ‘We‘re sitting here

in Memphis, we don‘t know anybody

that can make things happen.‘ The

only person we could halfway trust

was Butch Stone (Krokus

management). So we called him up.

"He said, ‘I‘ve got this great guitar

player from Switzerland.‘ So he

brings this demo of some song he

(Mandy Meyer) had cut in

Switzerland. We took it over to

Ardent and put some overdubs on it

and Jimi‘s voice and sent it back."

Butch Stone pulled in Jeff Klaven

and Tommy Keiser (both with

Krokus) to join Holder, Jamison and

Meyer (now with Asia). The group

cont. page 26

 

Survivor, and new Asia guitarist, Mandy Meyer.
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The Great American Music Hall Presents

A Solo Piano Evening

GEORGE

WINSTON

Vincent de Frank

Music Hall

Tuesday, March 4 « 8 p.m.

Please join George Winston in support of the Memphis Food Bank.

. Please bring a can of food to the concert.
There will be collection baskets at the entrances.

Tickets are on sale at all seven area Ticketmaster Outlets,
or Charge by Phone (904) 274—7401 with Visa or MasterCard.

  

   

  

    

   
 

 

 

      

     

    

     

      

      

        

      

  

* CHARLEY PRIDE
AT DEVIL‘S LAKE .............. Mar. 1 7 p.m.

* A TRIBUTE TO
COUNTRY GREATNESS ...... Mar. 1 8 p.m.

* IRVING BERLIN‘S AMERICA ‘Mar. 7 8 p.m. —

* ELVIS MEMORIES. :...... R24, Mar. 8 8 p.m.

* COUNTRY MEMORIES
WITH WILLIE NELSON .. ...... Mar. 8 9:15 p.m.

* AL JARREAU:
LIVE IN LONDON ....... ...... Mar. 9 10:15 p.m.

* PETER, PAUL AND MARY: —
25th ANNIV. .. Mar. 14 9 p.m.

* BENNY GOODMAN:

LETS DANCE .....:.. } ...... Mar. 15 8 p.m.

* GALA OFSTARS .............. Mar. 16 7 p.m.
  

WEKNOTV

  

 

by Cathy James

The month of March will be filled

with a wide variety of concerts in the

MSU Music Department. Starting

off the month will be pianist Delony

Willis in a recital on March 3 at

8:00 p.m. as part of the Visiting

Artist Series. The March 4—8 "Jazz

Week" has been cancelled, but we

hope to have at least one or two jazz

concerts during this time period.

On March 9, Visiting Artists

Cecelia Kafer, (mezzo—sopranist) and

Harold Krafer, (pianist) will present

a recital at 3:00 p.m. March 11 at

8:00 p.m., Con Anima Concert Series

presents pianist Samuel Viviano.

On March 12 at 8:00 p.m., the

Memphis Woodwind Quintet will

present a concert.

The Beethoven Club will be

presenting Gerard Souzay, baritone,

in concert on March 13 in Harris

Music Auditorium beginning at

8:00 p.m.  Souzay will also be

presenting a Master Class in Harris

Auditorium on Friday, March 14

from 12:30 — 2:80 p.m. Souzay is

universally recognized as one of the

supreme masters of lieder singing

before the public today. For his
services to music, Gerard Souzay has

been presented with the Command—

er‘s Cross of the Order of Merit of the

Federal Republic of Germany, while

his native France has conferred upon _

him Chevalier de la Legion
d‘Honneur.

On March 14 at 8:00 p.m., there

will be a free jazz concert in Harris.

On March 22, pianist Daniel Fletcher

will present a faculty recital. Pianist

Andrea Grossman will present a free

student recital on March 23 at
3:00 p.m.

On March 25 at 8:00 p.m., Visiting

Artist Sonya Monosoff will present a

concert of baroque violin. Monosoff
is a graduate of the Juilliard.
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Graduate School where she studied

violin on a fellowship with Louis

Persinger. She played violin in the

early days of the New York Pro

Musica, and became increasingly

interested in the Baroque repertoire

for the violin. Having studied and

: performed Biber and Bach on her

modern violin, she soon realized that

to get the tone, articulation —and

expression she wanted, she had to use

the proper instrument and bow. She

felt that the sound did not match the

music, so she switched to the baroque

violin for. baroque and classical

repertoire. A chamber music

performer of international stature,

Ms. Monosoff has performed with the

Amade Trio for ten years. She has

performed with such outstanding

harpsichordists as Kenny Gilbert,

Robert Conant, Kenneth Cooper and

James Weaver in the U.S. and

Canada, and Rudolph Scheidegger in

Europe, as well as fortepiano player

Malcolm Bilson, with whom she has

recorded the Mozart Sonatas. She

has taught at MIT, Smith College,

and Cornell University where she is

currently a Professor of Music. The

program she has chosen for this

performance will

Sonata: for Viola da. Gamba and

Harpsichord, BWV 1028; (J.M.

Leclair‘s Trio Sonata in D; J.P.

Rameau‘s Pieces de Clavecin en

Concert; and Bach‘s Sonata in E for

Violin and Harpsichord, BWV 1016.

She will be accompanied by MSU

faculty members Efrim and Caroline

Fruchtman. Monosoff will also be

presenting workshops on Tuesday

from 3:00 — 5:00 and on Wednesday

from 12:00 < 1:25.

To finish up the (month the

University Orchestra will present a

free concert on March 26 at 8:00 p.m.;

on March 27, the Guitar Students of

John Stover will present a free

concert at 8:00 p.m.; thestudents of

Julian Ross and. Debra Moree will

present recitals of viola and violin on

March 28 at: 8:00 p.m. and will be

free;.and last but definitely not least,

the, Gospel: Choir will present a

concert:on, March 29 at 8:00 p.m.

~All — concerts and recitals are in

Harris Music Auditorium unless

otherwise indicated and price; of

tickets varies. Please phone 454—2400

forgeneral information and 454—2043

for, ticket information. See you

next month!

include Bach‘s —

Roscoe Surprises Church Crowd

 

by Jack Abell
 

O n February 16, 1986, a multi—
racial audience of nearly 200

assembled at St. John‘s United Meth—
odist Church to hear Roscoe‘s
Surprise Orchestra present a concert
of music by Black American
composers. Although Roscoe‘s
director John Boatner announced at
the beginning that nearly 1/3 of the
program had been cancelled due to
performers who "could not attend,"
he needn‘t have alarmed the
audience, since the remaining 2/3
was over ninety minutes with no
intermission.

The sanctuary setting seemed to
enhance the spiritual quality of much
of the music, although it also posed a
problem because of the piano being
stuck off to one side. John Carter‘s
"Cantata," a jewel of a piece given a
stunning performance by soprano
Andrea Richardson and pianist
Bennie Wilson, was a case in point.
Ms. Richardson, who stood center
stage, was separated from Ms.
Wilson by about 40 feet of space, yet
they performed as if they were side
by side. This graphic proof that
musical communication involves a
sense greater than hearing added
power to the already high energy
level of their performance.

Carter‘s piece was a concert setting
‘of the traditional spirituals "Peter Go
Ring Dem Bells," "Sometimes I Feel
Like A Motherless Child," "Let Us
Break Bread Together," and "Ride
On King Jesus." It was skillfully
written, heightening the familiar
melodies with drama and providing a
contemporary accompaniment full of
rhythmic and harmonic inventive—
ness. If his other music is as at—
tractiveas this Cantata, it merits
wider recognition.

Carter‘s Cantata was followed by
arrangements of two of the same
Spirituals by the late Hall Johnson
and John Work, who did the pioneer—
ing work in performing and
publishing Spirituals in the early
20th Century.. These arrangements
did not _match the elevated concert

 
 

settings of John Carter, but were
pleasantly performed by baritone
Robert Cooper and pianist Derrick
Adams.

The "Variations For Six Players"
by Hall Smith should have dispelled
any lingering notions of racial stereo—
types in music. Smith‘s composition
for woodwind quintet and piano was
written in the drab colors of
academic intellectual music of the
60‘s and could have been penned by
any number of composers of any race,
creed or color. Although
competently performed, the piece
lacked real interest despite a few
bluesy piano licks and flute glissandi.
The audience had to be prodded into
polite applause by Boatner, who con—
ducted the six players.

"Cetus" by Olly Wilson, an early —
electronic piece (1967), kept the
audience‘s attention for about five of
it‘s eight minutes. Before it began,
Boatner informed the audience only
about 1% of the electronic music in
existence is ever heard because "pro—
ducers don‘t want to freak out
audiences." There was nothing
freaky about the piece, however,
which seemed very primitive by |
today‘s standards. Afterwards, the
audience was informed that their ap—
plause was not intended for the tape
recorder and speakers on stage, but
for the composer.

Saxophonist Alfred Rudd,
scheduled <to play W.C. Handy‘s
"Memphis Blues," added two more
pieces to the program, which he
performed without accompaniment:
"Looking To Jesus," by his high
school history teacher Lucy
Campbell, and "Precious Lord, Take
My Hand" by Thomas A. Dorsey, the
"Father of Gospel Music." His
introductory comments, as well as his
soulful improvisations on these tunes,
were a welcome addition. After
revealing that Mr. Handy sold "The
Memphis Blues" for $50 in 1912 and
lost all :the royalties for the next 28
years, he and Ms. Wilson played the
original published version. —The
audience loved it.

cont. page 53
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Music By Numbers:

Digital

Recording

In Memphis

 
byMike Allgeier
 

nd they told me there‘d be no

math: Then came SMPTE code,

sampling frequencies, error

correction, digitalizing, quantizing,

bits and bytes. What does any of this

have to do with music you ask?

Especially music in Memphis. Well,

they are all a part of digital recording

which is slowly creeping into

Memphis. Recently I went in search

of where it is happening, who is doing

it and how much of it is being done.

But first let‘s take a look at some of

the advantages that digital recording

offers. The most obvious advantage

which you immediately notice is the

lack of tape hiss. This is because the

music (which at this point is

electrical energy) is converted to

digital information at a rate of

48,000 times per second and it is this

digital information. which is

recorded on tape and played back.

Secondly, the dynamic range is

increased. This means that the

original dynamics of the music are

kept and put on tape making a bigger

difference between loud. and soft

which cannot be achieved ‘on

‘conventional analog tape. The next

advantage is the increase in

frequency response that digital

offers. To the listener this means the

sound has moreclarity; the highs are

crisper and; the lows are deeper and

fuller. The final advantage is an

improved transient response. This

translates into a punch that you can

actually feel when the drummer hits

his bass drum. All in all, these

advantages add up to sound which is

much more. life—like than analog

recording. Recently, more and more

projects have been using digital

recording here in Memphis and it

looks as if the trend will continue.

William Lee Golden of The Oak

Ridge Boys recently completed an

album at Sounds Unreel Studios

which was done partially on a

Mitsubishi 32 track digital recorder.

The basic tracks were cut on an

analog machine and then transferred

to digital tape. I asked engineer Don

Smith if he did anything different

engineering—wise than if he had been

using analog tape. "I just tried to get

the sound from the mics as best I

could without a lot of EQ because you

just don‘t need it. After repeated

passes on analog tape you start to lose

high end but you won‘t from the

digital."

Over at Cotton Row, engineer

Nikos Lyras: mixed Diane Tell‘s

latest album on a Mitsubishi X—80

digital 2 track. He liked the new

technology very much saying "the

quality of the mix was unbelievable;

it was identical to the multitrack. I

would A—B the two tracks and multi—

trackwhile mixing and I couldn‘t tell

the difference."

Ardent Studios has made the

biggest leap in the area of digital

recording. They have had two

Mitsubishi X—80digital 2 tracks for

awhile, which are available for rental

to studios other than Ardent. The

big news, though, is Studio B which

went on line just before last Thanks—

giving and boasts a Mitsubishi X—850

32 Track digital recorder and a

40 input Solid State Logic console.

One of the digital 2 tracks also resides

in the studio.

Chief Engineer Joe Hardy

commented that the new room and

equipment has met with the approval

of every client who has used it. The

new equipment is the most advanced

in town and rivals any studio in the

world in recording technology. The

console has its own computer which is

used in every facet of recording from

basic tracks through mixing. A

unique feature of this console is that

the computer will take a "snapshot"

so to speak of each and every knob,

button, switch and fader on the

console (except for the master

section) and stores this information

on floppy disk. — This allows the

engineer to take a picture of the set—

up of his mix and take it to any studio

in the world which has a Solid State

Logic Console. He (She) can recreate

it using video monitors which show

the previous position of the controls

as well as its present position. As the

control is moved the movement. is

shown on the monitor. In just a few

minutes each control can be reset to

within 1/4 of a dB of its original

value!

Artists who have utilized Studio B

since it went on line have been Phil

Driscoll, who recorded a gospel

album, J. Blackfoot, who has been

doing black dance music and

Slugger, a group who is being

produced by Terry Manning. A

future client will be producer Jim

Dickinson, who will be bringing a

movie soundtrack album and single

in to be mixed.

At the Attic Studio, which just |

opened at the end of January, a

hybrid digital/analog recording

system is being utilized. An

Emulator II which is hooked up to a

McIntosh computer will be used to

sequence tracks for a project. The

McIntosh employs a sophisticated

software package which allows for 16

track sequencing. A syne track is

laid down onto the Fostex 16 track

analog recorder. This track tells the

sequencing program when to begin.

Vocals, guitars, tom fills, ete. are laid

down on the Fostex machine in syne

with the track from the Emulator/

McelIntosh system. This gives studio

owner Paul Ebersold and Emulator

programmerFrank Weber 31 tracks

of audio to work with which makes

this set up very versatile.indeed.

Although this is not really an honest

to goodness digital recording set up,

using the Emulator of a storage

medium allows Paul and Frank

nearly as many tracks as Ardent‘s

32 track digital/recorder. All tracks

at the Attic, however, will be mixed

down to conventional analog tape.

Probably the biggest reason that

digital recording is not more

common here in Memphis is the cost.

A digital multitrack system costs

well over $100,000 and digital 2 track

machines are around $20,000. Chips

Moman‘s studio, which will open here

sometime in the spring, will be

Memphis‘ second digital multitrack

facility and will use a 32 track 3M

tape recorder. This machine will be

tied to a Solid State Logic Console.

Even though the cost is somewhat

high for this new technology more
people are using it every day, and like

all new technology, the price will
come within most people‘s reach as

‘time marches on. fly
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Bringing

It Home:

Music In

Memphis

Music luminaries from across the

country will be in Memphis April 11

and 12 to participate in a series of

events designed to showcase and

strengthen the Memphis music

industry.

"Bringing It Home: Making Music

in Memphis" is one of 16 special

projects funded by the State of Ten—
nessee for Homecoming ‘86. It is the

only project planned for Memphis.

— "Tennessee‘s heritage is rich with

the roots of many different types of

music, music that changed the

world," said Diane Hays, manager of

special projects for Homecoming ‘86.

‘"As part of Homecoming ‘86, we want

to celebrate that important part of

our history. We‘re having this event

in Memphis to say to the world once

again that Tennessee is a viable

center for writing, recording, pub—

lishing and producing of music."

In addition to the State of Tenne—

ssee, other sponsors are the National

Academy of Recording Arts and

Sciences, Memphis Chapter, the

Memphis and Shelby County Film,

Tape and Music Commission,

Republic Airlines and The Peabody

Hotel.

The weekend will begin Friday

morning with a seminar for potential

investors in the music industry. The

3—hour session, organized by the film,

tape and music commission, will

feature William Krasilovsky, co—

author of This Business of Music.

The book is considered the "bible" of

the music industry and is used as a

text

courses.

Some of Memphis‘ most exciting

talent will be showcased Friday

night at The Memphis Ballroom in

The Peabody Hotel, Organizer of

the showcase, Herb O‘Mell, who is

also with Chips Moman Productions,

said, "We want to prove toa national

in many commercial music

cont. page 27 —
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by Ken Houston

ho is the # 1 two—piece dance

band in the Mid—South? The
Lonely Street Duo claims

they are. After seeing them, I haveto
agree. Whenever they play, you can
tell that they are having a good time,
and you can see the audience enjoying

themselves also. But just who are

these guys with the lonely name?

Regardless of what that name

might lead you to believe, they aren‘t

lonely and they aren‘t an Elvis imper—

sonation act. The name gives them

some trouble sometimes but not

enough to worry about. The duo are

now Jim Pinkston on bass and vocals

and Mike Strickland on guitar and

vocals. This lineup has been

together about a year and a half.

When Lonely Street first started it

was Jim and partner Steve Horton

and they played to the afternoon
crowds at the old Hearibreak Hotel.
Both members were in the band that
played there at night, but before long

the afternoon duo began doing better
than the evening group. The club

owner came up with the name of the
band. After Heartbreak Hotel
closed, the duo took to the road, with
Jim and Steve playing together

almost two years.

Now with Jim and Mike, Lonely

Street has become one of the most

successful money—making bands

 

Jim Pinkston, left, and Mike Strickland — the Lonely Street Duo.

around. This is the only job both men

hold down, and really is the only one

the can have because they are always

busy playing. They have only had

about two weeks off in the last two

years. When they aren‘t on the road
playing you can catch them at

Chelsea Street, Marlowe‘s or some—

whereelse around town. One result

of all this steady work is that Jim has
just had a new house built for him.

Not: surprisingly .it is completely
wired for a four—track studio.

Jim Pinkston, who started playing
bass when he was around eleven
years old, has been in various bands
including Jerry Lee Lewis‘ band be—

fore he formed his own band so he
could be the front man. Jim is a char—

acter on stage and always has

something funny to say to the audi—

ence., He plans to eventually do a

music/comedy album and I‘m sure

he‘ll do it ‘and make a good one.

Mike Strickland started playing in

bands in high school and has been in
several bands since then. He has

toured as a solo artist and also played

guitar in The Platters‘ backing band,

before joining forces with Jim. Mike

is a family man with two children

and another one coming soon. Mike is

heavily into songwriting and cuts a

lot of demos on his Fostex home

recorder. Having heard. some of

these songs. I can. tell you —there is

more to notice than just the fact that

 

photo by Jim Belliner

he is in one of the best cover bands
around. Mike also plans to record his

own album; consisting of his original
songs.

The Lonely Street Duo was once

hired on a one month contract at the

Holiday Inn, 1—240 East, and wound

up playing a total of sixty—four weeks.

To be held over for sixty weeks, you

have to be pretty good at pleasing an

audience.. Un stage they sometimes
change the lyrics to funny ones that

pertain to a particular situation that

is going on. They have audience par—

ticipation ~songs in which the

members of the audience tries. to

outdo each other for a pitcher of beer.

They also claim to be the only touring

band in America with their own

hoola—hoop. Yes. they have been
known to have hoola—hoop contests.

Their style. is whatever.. the

audience wants to hear— whether itbe
country, ceasy listening. southern

rock, or. even. soul, theyll play.it.
They. have a repertoire of, over; 200

songs including covers and ;origingls.

For a good night of fun and music;

take the time to go see the. Lonely
Duo. You can check the concert

calendar to see when and where they

will be playing. And don‘t, forget

where. they. can always be. found:

down at the end of Lonely Street....

y
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— The Southern Beat

 

 by Lisa McGaughran

oving around clubs in the past

few months, I saw Joe South

come into town, visiting from

Atlanta. He played a couple of his old

hits at George Klein‘s Christmas

Show and later that December week,

played a set at Don McMinn‘s Rum

Boogie Cafe, which has lately

featured out of town music, from

Texas blues bands to New Orleans

Cajun music. And of course, you can

often hear great Memphis bands like

McMinn‘s own house band or Joyce

Cobb‘s Hot Fun band, who had an

outstanding performance there in

February.

At the Klein program honoring

Jerry Lee Lewis, I got to go backstage

with Joe after he and Billy Joe Royal

had played and was able to meet

Royal and ex—Righteous Brother Bill

Medley. Medley and Royal made

witty cracks about their recent ap—

pearances on the Nashville Network

and South asked Medley what it was

like to work with Phil Spector.. I

asked Royal about his new hit,
"Burned Like a Rocket." He said it

was his first work with Nashville

songwriters in a while, since he used

to do most of his work with Atlanta

songwriters, such as Joe South and

others in the Lowery Music stable.

Royal first hit it big with Joe

South‘s "Down in the Boondocks" in —

the mid—1960s.. South was writing

much of Royal‘s material in those

days and producing his albums.

South went on to score as a solo artist

with "Games People Play," "Don‘t It

Make You Want to Go Home," and

"Walk a Mile in My Shoes." Scores of

artists performed his songs in the 60s

and 70s, including Jerry Lee Lewis,

Elvis, Johnny Rivers ("These Are

Not My People"), Paul Revere and

the: Raiders ("Birds of a Feather"),

the Osmonds ("Yo—Yo"), and more re—

cently Linda Ronstadt ("I Knew You

When"). Ry Cooder, Kenny Loggins

and Johnny Rodriguez ("Down in the

Boondocks"), among many others.

But most of ~South‘s covered

material was written in the late

   hah S
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Prolific songwriter Joe South.
photo by Craig Fowlkes

1960s. And Billy Joe Royal‘s popu—

larity faded after the mid—1960s. But

Royal‘s pure, high—pitched Gene

Pitney—like voice recently seored well

nationally, particularly on the

Memphis radio waves, with his new

"Burned Like A Rocket" and his re—

released early hit "Down in the

Boondocks."

writing songs again. His manager,

Paul Cochran, said in February that,

since Joe‘s return to Atlanta after his

Memphis visit, he‘s finished writing

a lot of material, including a new

song Billy Joe Royal will record

called "Old Bridges Burn Slow."

South said, "I‘ve been recording

my songs at Soundscape Studio in

Atlanta. It‘s a great studio. I haven‘t

had a lot of support in Atlanta

through the years from the press,

though. They have consistently ig—

nored Atlanta talent, though we have

a lot of great artists in town. When

they do bother to publicize an Atlanta

artist, they usually try to hurt him in—

stead of help him, pointing out all the

artist‘s weaknesses and problems."

On a lighter side, as we drove down

Elvis Presley Boulevard and crossed

S. Parkway, he laughed, "Well, they

And South has been —

Joe South, Billy Joe Royal

Don McMinn & Keith Sykes

gave Elvis a whole boulevard, but all
I get is a parkway with my name
abbreviated!"
At Joe‘s performances at the

Vapor‘s, he seemed full of confidence
and he performed well with Don
McMinn‘s band at the Rum Boogie
Cafe, although he stopped early due
to the band‘s lack of familiarity with
his material —— certainly not their
fault on an appearance planned on
such short notice (the day before!).
McMinn‘s band regaled the audience
with blues classics like "Dust My
Broom" and the Christmas favorite
"Santa Claus is Coming to Town,"
along with an occasional cover, such
as "Desperado" (yawn), featuring the
strong vocals of keyboardist Norma

— Jean Watts. Towards the end of the
night, McMinn‘s band was joined by
musiciansin the audience, including
former Stax keyboardist Marvell
Thomas.
We certainly hope to hear more

from the hit writing pen and full
baritone voice of Joe South, as well as
fromthe operatic, gymnastic, high—
ranged voice of Billy Joe Royal. The
Atlanta ~artist stable, originally
spearheaded by Lowery Music,
which gave us South, Royal, the
Atlanta Rhythm Section, the Tams,
and even Mac Davis and Ray Stevens,
should remain in the South‘s music
heritage and be supported, just as we
support Memphis‘ part in that
heritage.
....My January and February junkets
to Nashville and Jackson to see
KEITH SYKES play his new songs
with the Revolving Band were a real
treat. Although you can see Keith
play an acoustic set every Thursday
night at Bombay Bicycle Club,
there‘s nothing else like his live elec—
tric show.
Sykes has been introducing new

songs along with his older material.
New to his show are "Your Love (is a
Love I Can Be Sure Of)," "Dancin‘
City," "Leave Me Alone," and several
Chuck Berry styled rockers, along
with favorites from his album on
Memphis Records.

« cont. page 48
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Street Scenes

 

by Chris Lane:

ike "Talk Rock?" Well, Ido,since
I heard some on Feb. 9th

(Sunday) at the Antenna Club.

I had originally gone to the
Antenna after an invitation to see a
band called the "Raunch Hands."
They are out of New York. A tight
band, doing some good ol‘ country
punk (if that‘s what you‘re into). But
give me some good ol‘ Rock ‘n‘ Roll,
maybe a twist of new music thrown
in, and you‘ve got a band called

"Marylin and the Monroes."

Marylin Duckworth, lead vocalist
and rhythm guitarist, once played in
a band called The Marylins, of which
I can only say were inexperienced.
However, since then she has really
moved up a big step. Her vocals are
clean and understandable (which is
more than I can say for some). Of
course it could have been the good
mix that the sound engineer Mark —
"RoyPistle" Discher gave them.

Along side of Marylin is her
husband Jim Duckworth. He has
played on Simon S.‘s Gun album on
Chrysalis and on Route 34 by Moe
Tucker of the Velvet Underground,
produced by Charlie Picket on Twin
Tone Records.

After hearing a couple of songs, I
decided hey, they are pretty good for
their first gig. So I talked with Jim
and asked him how he felt about the
new band and he said "We plan to
continue our writing or original
 

 

 

 

Coon Elder

 

 

 

 

Beauty and the Beats are: (from left) Ruthy Thompson, "Spencer," Ken
Nolan, Alan Collier and Debbie Rogers.

material, but we also want . to

concentrate on the entertainment

value of our music." )

Bryan Nanny writes their lyrics

and he‘can really come up with some

bizzarre lines, such as "Vinyl Wino"

.. "Some girls want just one man but

I need thousands close at hand . ..

What I want is hard & black and

waits inside my record rack."

I guess it was the second night that

Walker‘s Midtown was open and we

decided to take a stroll, since it‘s right

there in mid—town. It used to be The

Adams Family . restaurant on

Madison. Anyway, we had no idea

what was in store for us when we got

there. Low and behold who should be

playing but an all star band with

Coon Elder, Lyn Jones (Germantown

Blues), Hank Williams, Jr.‘s rhythm

section (Jim McKinney on sax, Bill

Marshall on drums, Roy Barickman

on bass and Ronnie Caldwell on

guitar) and Billy Earheart,

keyboard player of the Amazing

Rhythm Aces.

It just wasn‘t the Adams I used to

know. The dance floor was busy, as

Coon‘s voice did a dusty fine job with

a song titled "Chase the Blues Away."

Things really got hopping when they

went into Van Morrison‘s "Brown

Eyed Girl." If that‘s not enough, you

should have heard the sax (Jim

McKinney) and harmonica (Lyn

Jones) on "That‘s Alright Mama."

But, I thought I would ery when I

heard «Lyn play flute on "Sweet

Magnolia." It was wonderful — must

be the best copy I have ever heard..

When we got to the Daily Planet, a

nice laid back bar where you canhear.

some good music (yes, I‘ve been there

before),Beauty & The Beats were on

stage, playing all new music, that is,

from the last time I heard them.

Since you may not be familiar with

Beauty & The Beats, let me tell you a

little about them. Four or five years

ago those people, Alan Collier (left

handed Lennon look—alike guitar, —

and vocals), Debbie Rogers (lead

vocals and rhythm guitar) and

Michael Cervetti (guitar, acoustic

and electric as well as bass) decided

they wanted to play music purely for

the love of it. They were all acoustic

and playing at some now closed dive

doing really mellow music like Peter,

Paul & Mary and some old Beatles

tunes. ;

Well, they‘re still doing the Beatles,

but they have made some changes

over the years. They have cut an

album and a 45 or two for good

measure, added three members and

lost one (Michael Cervetti). The new

members are "Spencer," as he "likes

to be called" (drums), Ruthy

Thompson (keyboards and back—up

vocals), and last but not least Ken

Nolen (also on keyboards). (They still

don‘t have a bass player, but they
~don‘t need one).
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arylin and the Monroes‘ Marylin
Duckworth.

photo by Mac McMullen

The set was full of up to date and
old classic up—tempo songs, but they
are extremely selective about their
song list. They only choose to play the
ones you like to sing along with,
including cuts like "Can‘t Buy Me
Love," and U2Z‘s "In the Name of
Love." But it doesn‘t stop there, let
me tell you about their perfect
harmonies (the whole band sings, of
course). Debbie‘s beautiful voice
carried them through the melodic
classics, as well as some lovely
original songs, with titles such as
"Only You," a graceful ballad and a
country—type song called "Winter—
time" off their 45.

I think Beauty & The Beats have
made some changes for the better, —
although I did so like those classics.
But they still do some of them. Yes, I
can honestly say I felt good when I
left, and my ears didn‘t hurt either.

Good luck to you people in Beauty &
The Beats .. 72?

 

 

In the Mall of Memphis
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Luther Vandross — fluid vocals and silk ballads.

 

by Tony Jones

Fresh as a cold whispering wave,

Luther Vandross returned romantic

soul back to credible light. Painted

with his ecstatically fluid vocals,

Vandross‘ boulevard toe—tapping and

silk ballads have made him a plati—

num selling artist sincethe release of

his first solo LP "Never Too Much,"

with fellow arranging producer

Marcus Miller (a master bassist with

two solo LPs, the first, "Suddenly," is

a thoroughbred), Vandross‘ reper—

toire dynamically balances the ac—

claimed ballads with music swinging

enough to re—invent the jitterbug. A

big factor in his success is the dignity

allowed the male character in his

songs. His creations appreciate and

 
entertain the perceptions of both

sexes. With style.

Scheduled to appear at the Mid

South Coliseum March 7th, Vandross

is touring again as an encore perfor—

mance to the mesmerizing series of

dates in support of The Night IFell In

Love, his fourth solo album. The

entire tour was rescheduled

to allow Luther to recuperate from

the accident he was involved in

during January. The sudden

collision caused the death of a pas—

 

 

 

£

senger in the vehicle Vandross was

driving and injury to the other sadly

involved participants, so the usual

interest in his performance has been

dramatically heightened.

&

ISLEY,

JASPER,

ISLEY

 
by Tony Jones
 

"We‘re really excited about doing

this tour with Luther, he‘s a great

talent," Chris Jasper, keyboardist—

composer with Isley—Jasper—Isley, re—

marked over the phone from New

York. Jasper agreed to the short in—

terview as the band made final pre—

parations to begin their cross—

country tour supporting Luther

Vandross.

(Starpoint, currently hot with

"Object Of My Desire" from their al—

bum Restless, will open the concert.)

"It‘s something new to us," (being a

support act), "but we‘re just glad to

be performing live again. I‘ll be

doubling on guitar and probably will —

perform most of the lead vocals. I‘ll

be playing a Liberation synthesizer

to allow me the freedom of not having

to perform from a set position."

The across the board successof

"Caravan Of Love" introduced the

band to most of the country, but the

trio are adoringly familiar to anyone

with an interest in black rock and roll

as the flame throwing axis of the

Isley Brothers musical clan. Pub—

licly introduced on the legendary

classic Isley Brothers 3+3 album,

Chris Jasper, Ernie Isley and Marvin

Isley were hitmakers even before the

mystically connotated album was re—

leased. Before then they were

prohibited from throwing down with

their older mates because their

homework was due.
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"It all happened like this," Jasper

elaborates, "the older three guys

were with Motown then, back in the

late sixties.. We (Chris, Ernie and

Marvin) were in school and had a trio

at the time. You know, we played

little dances and like that. When the

older guys left: Motown we just

thought we would try something. So

see, it was really two separate groups

all along. We didn‘t actually have a

plan set for what happened.

"We mainly worked in the studio

because we were still in college

(studying music composition). We

recorded "It‘s Your Thing" with

them in ‘69 , but until ‘78 we couldn’t
go out on the road."

3+3 was the first of a string of
albums released by the collective
during the Seventies. Of the period,
let it suffice to say that you cannot
throw a certified party without fea—
turing music created by the Isleys
during this period.. As for Jasper‘s
contribution, "Live It Up" is
probably the best simple reference to
the emphatic bounce his keyboards
bridged as counterpoint to Ernie
Isley‘s lasing guitar solos and Marvin
Isley‘s seriously—at—your—hips. four
string work.

"I don‘t really rely on one synthe—
sizer or board, I use whatever it takes
to get the sound I‘m trying to get. I
use a lot of different boards; Jupiter _
8‘s, Emulators, Prophet 5‘s, whatever
equipment that can make the sound
I‘m hearing in my head as I
compose."

Musically, the trio had little to fear
when contemplating their public re—
formation. But the biggest surprise
was the public‘s instant acceptance of
Isley—Jasper—Isley without benefit of
Ronald Isley‘s lead vocals, an instru—
ment cherished in certain musical
circles like the finest Waterford
Crystal elicits the awe of its appreci—
ators. With Ernie on lead vocal, the
group immediately established
audience rapport with "Look The
Other Way," the hit single from their
debut album Broadway‘s Closer To
Sunset Boulevard. Followed by "Kiss
and Tell," the group launched its
new career with a big hit and a little
hit, establishing them as a viable
commercial entity for the Eighties.
Chris says the audience at their

 

 

 

 

Ernie Isley, Chris Jasper, and Marvin Isley.

shows will definitely appreciate the
new direction.

"On stage there‘s going to be a lot
more showmanship from Isley—
Jasper—Isley than maybe some people
familiar with the old group would
expect. In the old days there were a
lot of people on the stage and nobody
moved very much, there‘s a lot more
energy to our live act now, a nearly
complete difference. We began
stepping out in ‘83, and the people
will really see the difference. That‘s
one of the changes we were after."

Jasper sang the lead vocal on .
"Caravan of Love," the title track of
their second album. It has been fol—
lowed by "Insatiable Woman." The
success of the disparate themes il—
lustrates perfectly the scope of the
Caravan of Love LP. "Caravan of

Love," the song, was a conscious
effort to communicate a message, as
"Liberation" also does on the album,
he explains.

"The inspiration for "Caravan of
Love" came from what the Lord told
his disciples. His last commandment
to them was that they love one
another, that‘s what the song is
telling people. Thats what I want
them to get from it."

"When I write songs I don‘t know —
how the public ‘might take it,"
(pauses) "I write from a personal per—:
spective. Like the song "Insatiable.
Woman,". from. my perspective it
comes from the personal experience
with my wife. Some people may take
it differently, but it comes from the
feeling shared with my wife. I would
never write anything to conflict with
the Lord‘s word. That‘s not where
I‘m coming from."

Apparently, no one has told him
that everyone in the popular music
‘industry are excessive scoundrels
trying to go to hell with as much flash
and as quickly as possible. «What of
holding your soul? How does the need
to sell product personally conflict
with his own beliefs?

"The biggest temptation I‘ve had to
face in this business has been women.
It‘s not that bad now, I‘ve grown out
of all that. The rest of it never really
bothered me.. This business requires
a lot of. discipline if you‘re really
serious about your career. All the
junk has to be pushed aside.

"Yeah, nice talking to you too.
"Harvest For The World?" I won‘t re—
veal that (whether they will play the
song).. Just say that we will do a
medley of those tunes." 34
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Jack Holder

from page 15

rehearsed and wrote songs, then took

over the Madison House (a former

showcase club) and recorded the
demo in one day.

"That‘s when I first got to know Jon

and Don really well. To record the

Cobra song demos they took their

8 track and all the equipment to the

Mad House." The tapes engineered

that day were mixed and produced

by Holder with the Epic deal
signatured shortly after.

Cobra criss—crossed the country on

tour and received MTV airplay with

their video "Blood On Your Money."

Why didn‘t a band with that much
talent "make it?"

"I think we were on the tail end of

the European—based metal bands,"

Holder observed. "The reason it

didn‘t go very far — it wasn‘t really
what we wanted. Like Jimi, for
instance, he wanted to be domg
things like he‘s doing now. He has an
extremely nice voice, pleasant, and
singing "Blood On Your Money" and
"Thorn in Your Flesh" . . . I wasn‘t
thrilled by the musical direction. I
had more to say than that."

The pay—back aspect of the Cobra
era was the opportunity Holder had
in the making of the album. He co—
engineered the album with Tom
Allom (producer for Judas Priest and
Krokus‘ Head hunter album). "We
recorded in Florida in Bill
Szymezyk‘s Studio (longtime
producer of the James Gang and the
Eagles.) We ended up mixing in his
warehouse where all this equipment
was stored because they closed the
studio," Holder laughs.

"The demo tapes that got us that
record deal were the first thing I ever
produced."

They worked and so did the demos
Holder produced at Ardent for the
Breaks. A close connection to the
original Breaks credits Jack with the
sound that got the RCA deal — studio
demo tapes and a live performance
taped at Solomon Alfred‘s by Holder,
Hornyak and Smith. The Breaks‘
core members, Pat and Suzanne
Jerome—Taylor pulled Holder into
their recent album session. Holder
flew to LA. a year ago to lay down
some hot guitar tracks and sing back—
up for the RCA Drama album.

Holder‘s mastery of musical
instruments is evident in his
appearances with the favored sons of
Memphis Music, Keith Sykes and
Larry Raspberry. His talents are
locally acclaimed, with envy from
many in the music circles.

The Virgo sign of perfectionism is
Holder‘s birthright. The list of
projects completed this past year
indicates the passion of a workaholic.
The laugh crinkles around his eyes
reflect a man happy in his work. But
if the mix isn‘t pleasing his ears, he‘s
a man possessed. He‘s been known to
work at the board till it blurs then
catch a nap on the couch and
marathon again until he has every
track flawless.

Although such diversity and
command of the instruments and
technology indicates a musical
"genius," Holder has paid the hard
dues of serious musicians and has
studied engineering since adol—
escence.

"Tape recorders! I was addicted to
tape recorders at about 12 or 13 when
my parents got me one with 2
recording tracks.

"The last year I was in high school
(at Trezevant) I met this other guy
from Frayser, Stan Kessler. He
produced the original Wooly Booly:
for Sam the Sham and the Pharoahs.
He had a recording studio, Sounds of
Memphis. He took me in one time
and I fell in love with all that stuff.
When I was 17, Stan let me have a
key."

At 18, Holder started hanging out
at the original Ardent Studioon Nat—
ional. "I was a gopher. I spent a long
time at Ardent. I had a key there
thanks to John Frye and I could go in
anytime I wanted to. I‘d go in there
and mess around till I figured all the
stuff out Then I started recording
songs."

The first album that lists Holder
credits was by the Hot Dogs and was
released way back in 1973. "We were
all experimental. We toured the
South pretty thoroughly."

More touring and two more albums
sum up the 1976—1978 Black Oak
Arkansas phase of Holder‘s career.
"I did that for 2% years. On both
albums I was credited with writing."
On the road with BOA, Holder got

4 of his brand of songs together. He

quit the band to come home and get
those on tape. "I started working
with Joe Hardy at Ardent and pro—
duced those 4 songs, two of which
became a single in England with
distribution —by —Warner—Electra—
Atlantic. The. worst deal in the
world," Holder laughs, "$6,000 for
two songs we probably spent $10,000
on." &

The songs, "I Found Love" and "I

Know I‘ll Never Let You Go," are

described by Holder as, "real emo—

tional, a long way from Black Oak

material. I think I was mentally

warped from being on the road so

long."

He was back in a band soon after

the Hardy co—op with Sam Bryant

(look for credit on the next .38 Special

release), Chad Cromwell and Charlie

Lawing. "I was working at Strings

and Things, Charlie‘s store, so we had

all the equipment in the world."

"It was at a gig with RPM (later

called the Jack Holder Band with

Dave Smith replacing Lawing)that I

first met Don Smith. We were

‘playing in Florida and so was his Hot

Biscuit Band."

Sounds Unreel was forged in 1982

through the Cobra and Breaks demo

tapes. "The studio started in Horn—

yak‘s house with a 16x4 Ramsi and an

80 — 8 with noise reduction. Then we

went to an Atari 24 track and Sound

Workshop console — in his house."

They cut EPs on Avenue, 3 + 1 (an

Arkansas band) and Medieval Steel,

which is still doing well in Europe.

The current studio location was ac—

quired in 1984. "Weleapfrogged into

the tech you see around us here,"

Holder smiled. "It keeps you going

too, faster and faster. Here, I‘ve got

all these tools and colors and paint—

brushes to work with."

His technical knowledge plus his

innate ability continually makes

Holder a white—hot item. "A lot of

people want to work with Jack,"

Hornyak added, "because he can do —

so many things. Jack always has as

much as he can do."

So when is he going to produce his

own originals? "When I can find time

in between everything else." j

Hurry up Holder. In January the

Memphis Star predicted you to score

an artist deal in ‘86. We want to be

right.
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Bringing It Home

from page 19

audience the richness and diversity

of the talent that‘s here and that‘s

always been here. Memphis is rock

and roll. It is soul. And it‘s also those

musical forms that are the roots of

today‘s popular music: gospel, blues,

country and rockabilly. No other city

in the world can make that claim.

Memphis is the mother lode."

Expected to attend the showcase

are Saturday‘s panelists. The event is

open to the public.

‘The Saturday sessions will bring

together critics, radio program

directors, artists, producers, pub—

lishers, writers and label represen—

tatives to discuss the essentials for

success in today‘s music business.

In a related event, Beale Street will

stage The Spring Memphis Music

Festival beginning Saturday night

and continuing through Sunday. The

two—day event, sponsored by Coca—

Cola Bottling Company of Memphis

and Budweiser, distributed locally

by D. Canale Beverages, will fill

seven Beale Street clubs and

restaurant with entertainment. It

will follow the popular Labor Day

music. festival format where a $5

wristband admits a person to all
venues.

To register for the conference or

receive additional information, call

528—0800 or 576—4284.
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PRINCE MONGO‘S PLANET56S FrontSt. * 523—1729

Zambodian Monday ...
... special prices on pizzas, subs

and beer til 12 midnite.
You have now come through the Zambodian

# gx %

ALLE STAR ,

time tunnel and escaped the pressures of Earth. ¥ *
Your, stomach is empty, your mind is free and
your body is ready for the ultimate Zambodian ¥ f j $
delight. Relax, eat, drink, meditate, take off for # §
the rest of the day, and become a fellow
Zambodian. Look at your neighbor and smile —
laughter is happiness, and happiness is the
creation of a Zambodian.

__

  

  

    

 

 

   

   

Overton Square

726—6055
Bombay

Bisyele Club

One of Memphis‘ most popular spots, the
BBC showcases the best entertainment in
town and an excellent menu.. Check the
chalkboard for daily specials.. Blackened
red fish and seafood salads are "Star"
favorites. The original Overton Square
Sunday Brunch available 11:30 a.m. — 3:00
p.m. Happy Hour Mon. — Fri. 4:00 —6:30 p.m.
Live music 7 days a week.

    1743 Brooks Rd. 345—1761
Legendary Memphis nightspots unite under 1
great roof! The traditions of excellent food and
good music continue with the best in Country,
Rock and Roll, Oldies and Top 40. Dance and
dine on filet mignon for $9.59 and two lobster
tails for $14.00. Dinner served 5:00 p.m. til
midnight. Happy Hour 3:30 — 7:00 p.m.

 

       

     

    
    

} MULBERRY F '
FACULTY LOUNGE M
3547 Walker 0 454—921% f §

147 Beale St. ; 526—7926
Tucked i 3 shland/Southern area, this
allel n he AAN Located on Beale Street, Mood Indigo caters to theemphis State Hang—out has no frills fare.
fluxlnlmudu french Fl‘irs. huge hamburgers, deli diner Soups. salads. sandwiches, peel & erar
chicken baskets and pizza are the traditional shimp. fruit.. cheese plate. and BB? gie ine

choices to go with 15 brands of beer andsports on downtown “in”? “0ij a reasonto Kid “Pp I?

the: big serwnl Happy Hour runs 12—5 p.m., Beale Street Pastries and live jazz add the finishing
Mon: ' Fri. with $1.00 Longnecks. . touch for the early supper crowd. | ive music goes

on till . 00 a m. on weekends .Midnight happy

hour on weekdays
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THE NORTH END 346 North Main
345 North Main * 526—0319 526—0319

For Advertisers Maintaining A

6 MONTH

1/6 PAGE

Minimum Contract

This 1/12 Page

Is An Additional

Find the North End.. It‘s worth it. This

Downtown spot has the best food at the best

prices around. —The menu has over 100

choices from lobster and steak to wild rice

and mushrooms. Vegetarian‘s dream and

steak lover‘s delight. Serving food every day

from 11 a.m. to 3 a.m. Live music in a low—

key setting Thursday — Sunday. You‘ll find a

I lot to like at the North End downtown
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From The Breaks To Drama To

SUSANNE JEROME TAYLOR

      
by Dawn A. Baldwin

hen I meet her at Ardent Studios, she is

\ wearing heart—shaped earrings and black

cowboy boots, both of which impress me.

They show style but not fakery, letting me know,

even before we begin the interview, that Susanne

Jerome Taylor has a flair for the dramatlc that iis
impeccably natural.

Her career began in the ‘70s with a solo album on
the Mercury label, but it didn‘t take off until she
met her future husband, Pat Taylor, during the
recording of "Memphis I‘m Coming Home to You"
for FM 100. Susanne and Pat began writing and
soon decided to put together a band. The Breaks
were born, and evidentlyunder a lucky star. When
Nancy Jeffries of RCA came in town to hear Hotel,
another local band, Mark Neiderhauser, a contact
with the company, persuaded Nancy to stop by
Ardent while The Breaks were workingon an EP.
She signed The Breaks instead of Hotel and the
debut album went to 30 on Billboard‘s Rock charts.
The band released a video for the single "She Wants
You" that received extensive airplay on MTV.

In 1984, The Breaks went their separate ways and
Susanne and Pat formed Drama, with a more
commercial sound and art deco image. The band
recorded "Scene From A Distance" once again for
RCA. Eliot Scheiner, who engineered albums for
Steely Dan and Rickie Lee Jones, among others,
produced the album. "The record company will
suggest producers, just like they suggest image and
publicity," explains Susanne, "but the final choice is
up to the band. We talked to several people before
we decided on Eliot. He turned out to be very good."

Drama released "Paralyze" as their first single
along with a video produced by Robert Small.
Theirsecond single is the ballad "Why Did Forever
Have to End?" released under the name Susanne
Jerome Taylor, not Drama. Likewise the video,
which can be seen on MTV and HBO Video
Jukebox, is billed solely under the lead singer‘s
name.

 

 



Apparently, as a result of the abundance of big—

selling duos — Hall and Oates and Eurythmics

among them — RCA decided to try a different angle

with Drama and focus more attention on Susanne.

< The only difficulty with this plan is that when you

go to buy a record by Susanne Jerome Taylor you

won‘t find her. You‘ll findDrama. _Whenwill

5 people‘catch onthat the two bands are the same?
"It is confusing," admits Susanne. "But when we
play live we play as Susanne Jerome Taylor and
Drama. We kind of kill two birds with one stone. It §2

was their idea to focus on me, since I was already the

lead singer, and that‘s what we‘re doing."

How does Pat feel about the change? "Well, you

know, it was confusing to both of us at first," she

says, "but he goes right along with it. He‘s into

producing and lighting. He feels comfortable. He

still plays guitar and writes most of the music and I

do lyrics. It works out."

Unfortunately, record sales aren‘t working out

quite as well. Explains Susanne, shaking her head
and sighing, "The Breaks‘ record did better. A lot

better. This one hasn‘t done as well as we hoped it

would, but that‘s how it goes, I guess. We‘re just

going to go on and continue writing for the next

record."

Are low sales a result of the name change, kind of

like an identity crisis? "Well, yes," she explains.

"We had such a following as The Breaks. And when

you change your name you‘re really starting back at

zero again. It‘s rough, but it‘s a challenge we

wanted to take on. We wanted to work with

different players . . . nothingagainst The Breaks.

We‘re really excited to have Russell Caudill, our

original drummer, back with us. We were just

going in another direction."

How has the music changed? "Mmmm. I would

say this is a lot more pop, Drama is. It‘s more

keyboard oriented. But our next stuff is going to

have more of an edge, more guitar." Susanne and

Pat are collaborating with Van Duren of Good

Question on demos of material for possible use on

the new album. The new material, featuring Rusty

McFarland on bass, Russ Caudill on drums, Sam
Shoup on keyboards and guitar, Sam Bryant on
keyboards, and Pat on guitar, will not be ready for

release for at least a year.

The band is currently rehearsing in preparation

__..forsomeupcomingdatesaroundtown,including—
MusicFest. Susanne loves to playlive. and is

frustrated by the lack of clubs in town. "I couldn‘t_
___.believedit,"shesays."Wecomebackanditis very _

dead. I mean The Breaks had a home at Solomon
Alfred‘s, you know. It was easier. But hopefully it
will pick back up I can‘t believe howdifferent it is."

cont. next page

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Susanne Jerome—Taylor

from page 29

Her booking agency, ICM in New

York, is working on some isolated

dates around the country, especially

on college campuses. "We played at a

couple of colleges in Florida in

October. Then I did the second video

and I got some movie offers...." How

did that come about? “Well the
director of "Born in the USA," Paul
Schrader, saw the video and asked
me to read for the movie. Michael J.
Fox is in it and Bruce Springsteen is
music director. I didn‘t have any
acting experience and they wanted
the girl to be from Cleveland...any—
way, Joan Jett got the part. I was just
flattered that they asked me. And
then I got two more offers...for

. "Medium Rare" with Meatloaf and
the Refrigerator. They were burning
heads in microwave ovens...needless
to say, I turned it down. ‘And for
"The Attic," another horror film.
Crazy life."

Susanne and Pat spend about six
months out of the year away from
home, cutting the album, filming the
videos, and taking care of the press
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and publicity. "It‘s fun," says
Susanne. "I like being able to travel
and still have our base here. You
come back to. Memphis and it‘s
relaxed and you can write." But she
also looks forward to touring again
and spending time on the road. The
Breaks toured extensively on the
East coast and in the midwest: eight
guys and one girl and two buses that
broke down. It was an adventure, but
Susanne insists that it was fun. "I
love touring. But you can‘t tour
unless you have the airplay. We‘re
getting it on the new single, but it‘s
slow. RCA has to hire those promo—
tion guys and work the record. If
they don‘t do their job, it hurts us."

Why wouldn‘t RCA push the
record after going to the trouble of
producing it‘ "Timing is
everything," she explains. "If the
market is flooded with Stings and
Phil Collinses and Hearts, it will hurt
a new artist, especially a new artist
with a different approach. We tried
to break a new artist with a ballad.
You don‘t usually do that." ©

How has life changed since The
Breaks signed their contract? "Well,
we‘ve been able to live successfully

"Your Midtown Pawnbroker‘"‘

LOANS

rTop dollar Loans for your Jewelry, Musical Equipment, Cameras, Tools,
Stereos, Rings, Motorcycles, TV‘s, VCR‘s, Guns, and other items of value.

off of music for five years," she says,
rather quietly. "That‘s something,
for musicians. But it‘s rough. You
have your ups and downs."
more than that, Susanne feels that
she has matured as an artist and as a
music—businesswoman. She has
come to realize that just because a
producer or engineer has been in the
business longer doesn‘t necessarily
mean they know more about what
you are trying to do. Track recording
isn‘t everything. "We‘ve gone along
with a lot of things we wouldn‘t have
done ourselves.
think on the next album we‘re going
to co—produce. We know what we
want to hear. I think it‘s the only way
to be true to what you‘re doing."

Where would you like to be in five
years? "In a big house," she says
laughing. "A big house. No, really,
making more records. Doing more
videos. Possibly getting into acting,
but really music is what I want to do.
Maybe producing down the line, with
other people. And writing songs. I
just want to keep doing it."

My question—list exhausted, I look
up at her and smile. > "That‘s a
wrap," she says. I can‘t agree more:
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There‘sStill

Time To Vote

ince its earliest days, rock‘n‘roll

has been the proverbial whipping

— boy for all sorts of special interest

groups. Rock music has been blamed

for everything from the spread of

"godless communism" to the rise in

teenage pregnancy. And, within the

last year, the content of some ‘rock

music has come under fire because of

lyrics deemed inappropriate or

sexually explicit. The newest fuel for

the fire to censor rock music was

added just last month with the
initiation of a lawsuit by a distraught

Southern California father who

named musician Ozzy Osbourne and

CBS Records for contributing to the

death of his 19—year—old son by suicide

in October 1984.

Rock music has even gone from the

nation‘s airwaves to the sedate

chambers of the Senate Commerce

Committee in Washington, D.C. Last

September, those chambers were

turned into a three—ring rock‘n‘roll
goes con oon woe cone cee coe cons case cone cee mae cone came cone nore came cuse mame cane coe men cane mame cage mame one

6. Explicit lyrics are harmful to young people.

by:

The Memphis Star

643 S. Highland
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children:

month period:

week spent listening to music:

Please fill out and mail or bring

a.. _"under 18 18—25

___25°85 35—55

_____ 55 or over

2. _Lparent

non—parent

3. Number and ages of any

4. Average number of re—

cordings purchased in a one—

5. Average number of hours per
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cireus. The players weremembers of

the Committee musicians Frank

Zappa, John Denverand Dee Snider;

and Tipper Gore, wife of Senator

Albert Gore, Jr. (D—Tenn.).

Gore, along with other Washington

wives, founded the Parents Music

Resource Center (PMRC) last May to

combat what they perceived as the

detrimental quality of record lyrics

. in today‘s society.. Their proposal of

an elaborate record—rating system,

similar to the motion picture rating

system, was applaudedby many, but

< was denigrated by just as many

~ more. Cries of "censorship" and

"witch hunt" were heard, and the

issue has been the subject of countless

hours of debate in magazines,

newspapers, classrooms, the

workplace, churches, and on

television shows.

It seems that everyone from the

babysitter to the milkman has his or

her own opinion about rock music

and the content of rock lyrics. Is

I strongly agree 

Iagree

7. There should be a rating system for music lyrics.

I strongly agree 

I agree 

8. A music lyric rating system is a form of censorshlp

I strongly agree 

I agree

9. Would restrictive music lyrlc

 

be sold because of the rating system?

Yes

10. Would a music lyric rating
PG—13, R, X) cause fewer G and X recordings to be produced?

m__Np: Yes

11. A music lyric rating system

sexual content

admitted?

____violent content

12. Should mus1c concerts be rated and only certain ages be

f Yes_._

13. Additional comments, if any:
——————ase aas sow sue are cus cus ous sue cus cas cae ses ane can ame san can oue cas oue oan ous oan one can cas cae can cae cme cond

The Memphis Star Music Lyric Poll

there a reason for rating rock music?Are there satanicinfluences present in today‘s rockmusic? . (Remember, even "Louie,Louie" was considered questionablewhen it was released in the early1960s, so this isn‘t something new). Isit just a witch hunt? Are the ratingsmoving dangerously close to theneighborhood of censorship?
Those and other questions will bedealt with in future issues of TheMemphis Star. But right now, we‘dlike to know your opinion. TheMemphis Star has decided toconduct its own poll among ourreaders. Although rock music lyricshave been the focus of publicity thusfar, the poll has been couched ‘inmusic lyric terms, and necessarily,any proposed rating system shouldapply to all types of music. Please fillout the following questionnaire andmail it to us ordrop it by the office.The results of the reader poll will bereleased in a future issue.

I disagree
 I strongly disagree

I disagree 
I strongly disagree 

I disagree 
I strongly disagree
ratings cause more recordings to

No

system like the movies (G, PG,

should rate:

both other

No

 

or ~sexual
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by Deborah Camp

hy do some sound men insist on

driving up the sound pressure
level past 120 decibels? Whatever
happened to clarity, to musical
content? Why did that clown at the
20/20 Supper Club want to use
volume as a weapon against those of
us who were there to hear Albert
King and B.B. King last month?

For the first half of the evening we

screamed those questions at each
other across our small table located
toward the back of the room. Any
closer and we would have suffered
permanent ear drum damage. To
make matters. more interesting, we
were located in ‘direct range of a
large, cannon—like portable heater
that not only drove up the sweat level
but also contributed to the already
atomic din. This we found to be very
unnecessary since we were
experiencing an unusually warm,
coatless evening!

And some club owners can‘t under—
stand why they don‘t keep clientele.

Despite the uneven, erratic sound
and the blasting inferno, we did
manage to enjoy some parts of the
performance, particularly

—

when
B.B. King came on. (By then, the
sound had been miraculously cleaned
up and someone had mercifully
unplugged the killer heater.)

Don McMinn,: along with his
excellent Rum Boogie Band, opened
up with two or three familiar tunes.
Ruby Wilson joined the group and
peeled off several songs including a

wonderful grinding rendition of
"Down Home Blues."

The set change was amazingly

quick given the unprofessional tempo

already set by the lack of quality
sound. f

Next up, Albert King. What a

man! What a blues performer! And

what a disgrace it was to sit there and

watch him have to yell directives to

the dummy on the mixing board. As

always, King‘s performance was

B.B. King and Lucille.

solid, backed by a tight, precisely
executed band. Like B.B., Albert
King has his own unique guitar style—

a vocabulary through which he tells

his personal stories, like "The Sky is

Crying" and others from Born Under
A Bad Sign.

During the set change Albert King

_ was seen fuming in the lobby. Who

could blame him if he didn‘t want to

perform at the 20/20 again? As it

was, he had another show later on at
midnight.

By the time B.B. stepped on stage

most of the sound (problems

disappeared with only the occasional

squelch and touch of feedback.

Backed by his cooking, seven—piece

band, B.B. began with a romping

version of "Every Day I Sing The
Blues."

It wasn‘t long before the audience

began to get into the groove. It was

interesting to note almost every table

was filled and the crowd was a

healthy mixture of old and young,

black and white.

Songs like "I‘ll Still Be Around," "I

Don‘t Want A Soul Hangin‘ ‘Round

My House," "Sweet Sixteen," and

"Big Boss Man" never seem to lose

their appeal. When B.B. sings them —

smiling, sweating, and caressing

Lucille, it‘s like you‘re hearing it all

for the first time. "Make My Move"

was another stinging selection, and

     
photo by Morgan Murrell

like the others, was complimented by

throbbing horn solos and spirited
keyboard performances by Eugene
Carrier.

Although I longed for B.B. to do a
live rendition of "Into the Night," it
was not to be. Instead, the evening |
peaked (with the predictable "The .
Thrill is Gone" and then leveled off
with a sing—along version of "Rock Me
All Night Long."

All in all, the evening‘s line—up

could not be faulted. The overall
quality of the performances,

however, was marred by the sound
problems. Even B.B., who didn‘t
suffer as badly with those snafus, was

a little more subdued than usual.

Club owners and managers have
got to start taking responsibility for
the quality of the shows they present.
And I‘m talking about everything
that goes on inside once you‘ve paid
your money. If patrons are blasted
into the ozone by too much volume or
suffocated by too much heat, I can
assure you they‘ll think twice about
returning. Oh, yes. One other thing.
The tickets to this show were not
cheap. And, the drinks were
outrageously high. We were gauged
for $5.50 for two wine coolers. In
many cities a "cover charge" means
price of admission plus one free
drink.. On this particular night I
think everyone thore deserved at —
least one free drink. 3z
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"Mud Boy” Jim Dickinson and (insert) Alex Chilton.
photo courtesy of Center For Southern Folklore

Mud Boy Alert

World Boogle Has Arrived
 by Cilla Blue arch 16 at the Old DaisyTheatre the Center forSouthern Folklore continues its1985/86 concert series, "Laissez leBon Temps Roulez," with the finestMemphis rock and roll alive, MudBoy and the Neutrons and AlexChilton. Mud Boy, aka JimDickinson, is a local legend, largelyunknown to the outside world savefor Dixie Flyer and Ry Cooder fans.The Neutrons —— Sid Selvidge, LeeBaker and Jim Crosthwait — areequally unknown outside of Memphisand nearly equally legendaryinternally. Dickinson refers to themas "the last of the Southern supergroups" and, of course, he is right.Formed in 1972 shortly afterDickinson departed Miami and theDixie Flyers, Mud Boy has stead—fastly refused to set themselves up insituations where they can beexploited. Towards this end, none ofits members depend on the group toearn a living (which would be afoolish endeavor in Memphis at thebest of times). Consequently, theyperform only a couple of times peryear, often on Halloween and New

~Year‘s Eve and often in benefitconcerts for WEVL radio. In halcyondays gone by Mud Boy was also aregular feature at Memphis‘ annualmusic festivals. The group performsboth acoustically and electrically.In the former situation, Crosthwaitplays washboard, in the latter he‘llplay a number of percussioninstruments while a drummer with afull trap set and a bass player will beadded.
Although only existing as a formalentity for just over thirteen years,Baker, Dickinson, Selvidge, andCrosthwait have played together invarious guises since the formation ofthe New Beale Street Shieks jugband in 1963. Dickinson often speaksof how his life was transformed uponseeing Will Shade‘s Jug Band in analley next to the Falls Building that,at the time, was called WhiskeyShoot. "I was struck like lightning.That was the beginning of the end."Not surprisingly, much of what. Mud Boy plays is part and parcel ofMemphis‘ jug band tradition. In fact,the thing that impresses most aboutMud Boy and the Neutrons is theirability to synthesize not only mostMemphis music traditions, but that

their vision encompasses Southernmusic and its derivatives at its mostexpansive, black and white.In any given acoustic or electricMud Boy set, one will hear Stax andSun material, Chuck Berry, theCoasters, country. standards, jugbandand blues numbers and, finally,to close the show, John Lennon‘s"Power To The People." The bandplays all of these as if they are one andthe same. And rightly so. Indiv—idually and in combination, Mud Boyand the Neutrons understand theessence of this music, the vastmajority of which can be traced inone way or another, back toMemphis. That is no: smallaccomplishment. It makes forarguably, the finest music that thiscity can currently produce. Dickin—son makeshis living performing andrecording with Ry Cooder. In the last —few years that has involved work on a. number of Hollywood soundtrackssuch as Streets of Fire, Paris, Texasand the upcoming Crossroads. Asgood as his work in these areas is, it iswith Mud Boy that he gets at his
heart and soul.

Opening act Alex Chilton is
‘another Memphis legend who is
currently living in New Orleans.
Chilton‘s history includes having
million sellmg hits while a teenager
as lead singer of the Box Tops with

"The Letter" and "Cry Like A Baby"

in 1967 and 1968. After recording

four albums of so—called "blue—eyed

soul," the Box Tops split up in 1969.

After two years in New York, Chilton

returned to Memphis. and formed

Big Star. Two critically aclaimed

albums were released on the local

Ardent label and a third appeared

many years later in Europe. Since

the desolution of Big Star, Chilton

has both recorded and performedin a

variety of contexts, none of which

have been terribly commercially

successful but all of which have never

been less than intriguing. —He

remains a large draw in Europe and —

the North East. Currently, as

reflected —by his latest album,

Feudalist Tarts, he is playing a heady

brew of sixties r&b spiced with the

odd Chet Baker tune. His December
appearance in Memphis was for the
largest crowd the Antenna has ever
had. The combination of Mudboy and
‘the Neutrons and Alex Chilton is a

Memphis rock and roll dream.
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surprise of falling in love with an old

friend in "You Never Know."

While Something To Talk About

has nothing as strong as "A Little

Good News" or "Somebody‘s Always

Saying Goodbye," it is an excellent

collection of Anne Murray.. And

whether you‘re a fan of hers, or just of

classy, sophisticated pop music that‘s

more than enough.

 

  
  

Anne Murray

Something to Talk About

(Capitol Records)

 

by Harry Duncan

  

 

_ I‘ve becomea grudging admirer of

Anne Murray over the years. Begin—

ning with "Snowbird" in the early

70‘s, she has put together an impres—

sively consistent pop career based on

lush arrangements and spotlighting

her sweetly sincere and slightly

hoarse vocals. Her new album Some—

thing To Talk About continues that

fine tradition.

It‘s always surprised me how she

remains at the top of the country

charts, since she really is a pop

vocalist and even on traditional

country‘ standards, such as "He

Thinks, I Still Care,". the

arrangements are hardly Nashvil—

lian and there is no twang to be found

in that fine voice anywhere. ‘Now

And Forever (You And Me)," the first

single off Something , is the newest

case in point. An unabashedly

romantic, pure pop extravaganza, it

is receiving wide airplay on the
country stations.

In fact this may be the most pop
sounding albumMurray has ever
done. It even contains a Stax
inspired, horn driven number,
"Heartaches," that Annie Lennox of

— the Eurythmics would. do proud.
Other highlights include a rocking
"Who‘s Leaving Who," the I still miss
you of "On And On," and the sweet

 

— passingly familiar.
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The Hoodoo Gurus
Mars Needs Guitars
(Big Time Records)
 
by Robert Bowman 

Australia‘s Hoodoo Guru‘s second
album takes off where 1984‘s Stone—
age Romeos ended. Although the
band insists that they are not retro,
every song on the album captures the
excitement, edge, menace and tightly
structured pop feel of much of the
mid and late sixties. As with
analogous groups such as the Dream
Syndicate, much of the key to their
magic is in the strong song writing of
lead singer/guitarist Dave Faulkner —
and lead guitarist Brad Shepherd.
Multiple hooks abound. In addition,
the Gurus sport three strong vocalists
(as did many of their sixties heroes);
ladening exquisite harmony on most
of the material included here.

As is the case with most great out
and out rock and roll bands, many of
the hooks and lines sound more than

Yet, they have
been altered just enough so that it is

often hard to figure out exactly
where they come from. Among the
more recognizable caps are the
opening song and first single,
"Bittersweet," which features
Spectorian drum blasts in the refrain
that immediately follows the guitar
solo; the eryptic "Death Defying,"
which echoes the main theme of the
Troggs‘ "Love Is All Around;" and on
part of "Like Wow — Wipeout"
Faulkner sounds like Eric Burdon.

Much of the album expresses pure
joy in the spirit of rock and roll from a
band that understands the art form‘s
essence. One listen to the wild, echo—
la en abandon of Shepherd‘s
harmonica on "Poison Pen" will get
anyone moving ‘cept for the stone
deaf, dumb and/or frigid. Not since
Elvis Costello‘s My Aim Is True have
I been so excited about a new rock
and roll band. This is the real thing.
Buy or die.

 

 

Asia
Astra
(Geffen Records)
 
by Ken Houston —

Astra is the first Asia album to
feature the newest member of the
group. After bassist/vocalist John
Wetton left in 1983, due to musical
differences, his return to the group in
1984 marked the exit of guitarist
Steve Howe. Asia replaced Howe
with former Cobra (incorrectly noted
in last month‘s issue as formerly of
Target) guitarist Mandy Meyer.

# cont. page 36
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Single

Reviews

by Lisa McGaughran

 

 

THE ROSE BROTHERS

The Edge of Goodbye/ I Don‘t

Wanna Do Ya

The first side is a slow ballad better

than some R&B ballads airing on

radio but not great. Side two centers

around a blatantly sexual message
("And you can do me right back") in

an upbeat Latimore style: The

message has a typical, Latimore—

styled, sexist twist; basically that of

"I‘m gonna come on strong now, but

let‘s remember that you have

feelings, too, girlie. In fact, I‘m

gonna teach you how to lose all your

inhibitions." If the message has stuck

to sexual attraction instead. of

degenerating into "But, oh yeah, you

have féelings, too," the song would

have been much stronger. Commer—
cially strong anyway, but Malaco

spam in terms of arrangement
creativity.

WILLIE CLAYTON

Running In And Out Of My Life

Lyrics and production are pretty

strong, arrangement average for the

R&B market. This is the storyof a

guy who is getting tired of helping

out a girl who treats him like

manure. Interesting record out of

Kirstee Records in Chicago.

EDDIE MAYBERRY —

I‘m A Rover

With Marvell Thomas arranging

<the rhythm and horn section, this

reminds me of the Stax sound I

remember — this is a true Memphis
sounding record. Great authentic

Stax horn section instead of a stylized

funereal impression of Stax as heard
_ on recordings by Elvis Costello and

Tom Petty. Great female

background singers. A Mayberry

ramblin‘ song. Blue Town Records.
? N

cont. page 50
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ROLAND MKS—20 DIGITAL PIANO
The first synthesizer that can

| reproduce a piano, rhodes, vibes or
harpsichord... Far superior to digital
sampling $1695.

ROLAND JUNO 1 & 2 SYNTHESIZER
Roland announces the new Juno
Series. Digital wavetable based Alpha
Dial for the easiest programming
ever}... m.. L.. $695 and $1095.

ROLAND TR—505 RHYTHM COMPOSER
Drums and. percussion. _16. great
sounds. Easy to use. 48 presets, 48
preprogrammed. 6 songs. Hard to
believe at g. $295.

# pappssmn —
u ar   

ROLAND MC—500 MICRO COMPOSER
Real or step time. 30,000 note memory.
Disc drive. Extremely advanced
editing features. Too many features
to fist s u ols stl ._. ial $1095.

ROLAND MKB—200 MIDI
KEYBOARD
A MIDI Controller with 128 setting
memories. © Velocity and pressure—
sens. Cartridge to remember
presets ... sll e ick uus $850.

ROLAND MKS—7 MIDI MODULE
Multi Timbre Synth. Complete with
sounds from a TR—707.. Great with
sequencen ..; ...l. .us (1 $1095.
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Album Reviews

from page 34

After a two year wait, the album

was finally released in December of

‘85, and is a very impressive LP.

With Steve Howe being one of the

best guitarists around, I wondered

how Mandy would fare in replacing

— him. He is doing a good job. He plays

a lot of riffs that really sound like

Howe‘s style of playing in the group‘s

first two albums. Meyer also adds a

little more rock in some of his solos.

Some of the best cuts are "Go," (the

first single), "Voices Of America,"

"Hard on Me," "Wishing," and "Too

Late." The album was produced by

Mike Stone and keyboardist Geoff

Downes. The cover followsin the

same vein as their previous two, this

one being the color purple with a
futuristic female warrior.

This album is a definite must for

Asia fans, and if a few fans were

turned off by the last album, this one

is a lot closer to the first album. (A

note of interest to Asia fans — — John

Wetton‘s solo album, done before he

formed Asia and previously only

available as an import, is now

available in the U.S. and is at all local

record stores).

 

Otis Clay

Soul Man—Live in Japan

(Rooster)

 

. by Lisa McGaughran

This belated. release .of ex—Hi

Records artist Otis Clay‘s 1983 Tokyo

concerts features the full Hi rhythm

section of Howard ‘Grimes and

Teenie, Charles, and Leroy Hodges,

along with a formidable Chicago

horn section.

The double album includes Clay‘s

famous "Tryin‘ To Live My Life

Without You," averaging two to three

vamped up, extended version songs

per side.

The first side is tremendous,

beginning with the exciting guitar

lines of"Hard Working Woman," and

moving on to Al Green‘s "Here I Am,"

written by Teenie Hodges, and

closing with the deep soul of "Love

Don‘t Love Nobody."

Highlights include "Precious

Precious," "A Nickel and a Nail," and

the exciting intro to "Love and Hap—

piness" provided by the Hodges

: brothers.

This is a thrilling, authentic Hi

Records—styled recording no soul

music aficionado can afford to miss,

and perhaps the last release of its —

kind.

treasure.
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Various Artists

Luxury Condos Coming to Your

Neighborhood Soon

(Coyote Records)

A rare Memphis—Chicago

 

by Robert Gordon

Coyote Records, based out of

Hoboken, _NJ, has released this

compilation album of— fifteen

independent bands. Some of these

bands have previously released

albums or singles of their own. Many

have appeared under different

auspices, notably Chris Stamey,
formerly of the dB‘s; Syd Straw, on

the recently released and critically

praised «Golden Palimino‘s record;

and Don Dixon, North Carolina‘s

performer and red—hot producer.

Many of these bands have embarked

on national tours, at least two of

which have included gigs in

Memphis: Trigger and the Thrill

Kings, and the Kilkinney Cats.

Among thesefifteen bands, there is

not a single bad cut. nor acsingle

boring song. As samplers go. that is a

very good score. Every band

deserves mention, but space limits

this review to the highlights. a

difficult choice.

The Trypes, a Hoboken band, have

produced a beautifully melodic,

mesmerizing. piece,. "A. Plan

Revised." This cut. by the seven

member band features woodwinds,

acoustic guitar, and harmonic vocal

overlays over a repetitive keyboard.

The four—minute song floats by in

what seems 30 seconds, and whets the

appetite for more. The Trypes have

previously released one full length
album.

The Last Roundup is a four piece.

band represented by "Just A Little Is

Enough," a clippity—clop country

song featuring lap steel guitar.

Angel

somewhere between whining. and

deep—felt, restrained gospel.. When

she states at the end of the song,

"Sometimes, just a little is enough."

there is no room to doubt her.

Neither can one doubt Michael

Chandler of the Raunch Hands when

he sings "Never Coming Home." The

Raunch Hands have either studied

their country music well, or they

were born with the spirit that every

drunken yokel longs for. Far from

being thegreatest musicians to ever

emerge from Staten Island, the

Raunch Hands have captured the

essence of what makes country music

right and stood it on its head to suit

themselves. Yipping vocals, sliding

guitars, steady drums, and oh—so—

much energy put this band at the fore

of today‘s more raucous cowboy
bands.

Many more of these bands deserve

print and vinyl all to themselves: The

Wygals, who perform with

Memphian IHene Markell; Seruffy

The Cat, who feature an electric

banjo in their rhythmic "Big Fat

Monkey‘s Hat:" both songs about

Elvis, Syd Straws "Listening to

Elvis," and Mr. Bonus‘ "Elvis, What

Happened?" Mention must be made

of The Jacks, with Stamey, Dixon,

and Matthew Sweet. Their

percussion and minimal instrumen—

tation of many instruments produce

studio anties that under a less skilled

hand would be mere pranks, but here

form a complete song that‘s whole is

more than the sum of its parts.

With many unknown, and often

expensive. records being released.
Lmeury ~Condos is an

selection that provides exposure to

new bands and will lead to better
record buying.

(Former Memphian Robert Gordon

now lives in Phildelphia. We are

lookingforward to more contributions
from our Northeast Burean.)
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The Everly Brothers
Born Yesterday
(Polygram Records)
 
by Harry Duncan

Sometimes I get so tired of all this
rock—n—roll revival stuff — this looking
back through the soft focus of time to
the early, wonder days of Elvis and
Jerry Lee — when it was all new. But
then a record like this comes out and
you remember why you liked rock—n—
roll in the first place.

Born. Yesterday is the second
album from Hall of Fame charter
members Don and Phil Everly
following their much publicized
reunion in 1984. It opens with an
atypical, scorching, almost obscene
"Amanda Ruth," and the fun is on —
and it‘s back. It ends with a hot
Springsteen—like rocker, "Always
Drive A Cadillac," penned — by
Memphis‘ ex—own— rocker Larry
Raspberry. «In between is a set of
mature love songs (all but 2 written
since 1981 — see, rock—n— roll is still
alive) that the Everlies infect with
that innocent, boyish(or is it high—
schoolish) charm that attracted us to
them way back when. —
Produced in London and Los

Angeles by England‘s foremost rock—
a—billy expert, Dave Edmunds, the
album has a decidedly British feel to
it, but it‘s the Everlies all the way and
it‘s the songs and the vocals that
stand out on Born Yesterday.
‘ On "These Shoes" the Everlies
remind where the Beatles learned
how to do harmonies. Billy Burnette
(Rock—n—Roll Trio), of the Tommy and
Dorsey ‘Burnette family tree, co—
wrote "Thinkin‘ ‘Bout You," an
uplifting, I‘m in love with you and I‘m
glad, song. Mark Knopfler‘s "Why

  

Worry" gets a philosophical reading
and features excellent guitar by
either, or both, Alvin Lee and Phil
Donnelly (whose expertise is superb
throughout). "Abandoned Love," a
previously unrecorded Dylan song
from his Desire period, sports a
carnival atmosphere against a
Mexicala backdrop. In a true
highlight, Don and Phil plead, "Don‘t
Say Goodnight," in an almost jazzy
recounting of a love affair that‘s
lasted for 15 years. They, of course,
have lasted even longer.
But far and away the best song is

Don Everly‘s "Born Yesterday"
(catch the video — it was filmed here,
by Ardent). He captures perfectly
the Everly Brothers‘ sound in this
tale of someone else‘s lost love. The
harmonies, the romance — it‘s all
there, along with the simple under—
standing that, ". . . it could be you or
me; we‘re just human, after all."

I guess it‘s true — we‘re all just
human but some of us transcend and,
through the magic of music, givethe
rest of us something to lift us up
above all the mundaneness. Don and
Phil Everly do it.

 

  

 

 

Lloyd Cole & the Commotions
Easy Pieces
(Geffen Records)
 
by Patty Pair 
Lloyd Cole and The Commotions

are not exactly a household name in
the realm of music, but then again
this isn‘t their first album either.
Formed in the summer of ‘83, they
have been progressing up the ladder
of success ever since. f
Easy Pieces features such songs as

"Lost Weekend," "Minor Character,"

 

"Perfect Blue," "Why I Love Country
Music," and "Brand New Friend."
These cuts, along with the others,
get the feet to tapping right along
with the beat of the music but it‘s
highly unlikely that the lyrics would
cause anyone to sing along.
These lyrics are written in ajumpy

style and leave the listener
wondering just exactly what it is the
vocalist is trying to say, let alone the
message he is trying to convey.

It is likely; however, that the future
of this album, as well as that of the
group, could slide by ontheir music
ability alone. It deserves perhaps one
good listen as it is an interesting
blend of pop music, just don‘t listen
too hard.

¥

Borderline
Halftime
(Quick Star Records) \by Lisa McGaughran
Highlights —include "Halftime,"

"Barb‘s Philosophy," and  "Mon—
terey." Phil Olive and Jim Santoro
have a professional approach to song—
writing complemented by: Olive‘s
strong country voice. Recorded by
the Fame Gang in 1979. The album
cover tends to throw off the listener‘s

 

expectations of pure novelty
~ throughout, since the album does
include quite a few sad. slow love
ballads.
"Halftime" is my favorite song ——

here, a football addict‘s wife blows a
whistle at every game hubby watches
and carries him away to her own idea
of intermission. "Barkb‘s Philosophy"
reminds one of Dick Feller‘s homey,
folk style. The love songs, however,
tend to be too derivative of Crosby,
Stills, Nash & Young. Jim Croce, and
America.

cont. page 50
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Brian Jones
By Nicholas Fitzgerald

(G.P. Putnam‘s sons) $17.95

OnThe Road with the Rolling Stones

By Chet Flippo

(Doubleday/Dolphin) $6.95

 

. byRobert Bowman 

I find it curious indeed that the last

eighteen months has witnessed a

plethora of books on the early days of

the Rolling Stones. Stanley Booth‘s

Dance With The Devil concerned —

itself primarily with their 1969 tour

while Gered Mankowiez‘s: Satis

—: Jaction: The Rolling Stones 1965—1967

was a photo essay looking at three of

the band‘s early golden years.

The two tomes under review here

continue this trend. By definition,

Guiness heir Nicholas Fitzgerald‘s

biography of Brian Jones takes us up

to mid 1969 and, for all intents and

purposes, starts in mid—1965. Chet

Flippo looks at the seventies,

1975—1979 to be specific, when as a

scribe for Rolling Stone Magazine he

had access to the band while on tour.

Neither is ultimately very

satisfactory.

Fitzgerald was an impressionable

all—too—rich teenager when he first

encountered Brian Jones.. If we take

him at his word, he became a

reasonably close confidant of perhaps

the most talented Rolling Stone.

Those years were special ones for

Fitzgerald. So special, apparently,

that he remembers every word

spoken during them. Much of the

B 0 0 & — P EP I E W $

text consists of his reconstruction of

actual conversations backstage at

tapings of Ready Steady Go, in

Parisian hotels, and in a variety of

bars, restaurants and homes. Fif—

teen years is a lot of time. It is a span

thatcan help to create objectivity but

I could not help but feel uneasy about

it as I read the book. Can you recon—

struct sentence after sentence from

conversations that you had with

friends fifteen to twenty years ago? I

can‘t. The conversations, to this

reader, often seem too pat. Things

fall into place too perfectly. One

never knows how much is a good

story and how much actually

happened.

The portrait of Brlan that emerges
is of a loveable, if somewhat
incorrigible, insecure, extremely
talented rock star. But, the big
revelationin Fitzgerald‘s biography
is that he claims to have witnessed —
Brian Jones being murdered.
Although he supposedly witnessed
everything while hiding in bushes at
a bit of a distance from the swimming
pool where Jones drowned, he could
not make out the faces of the four
guilty parties. He did not speak up
then, he says, because his life was
threatened if he did not keep his
mouth shut. So what are we left
with? A sensational tale that
confirms the suspicions of many, but
no details, no hard information to
hang it all on. I am left wondering as
much after as I was before reading
the book.

On The Road With The Rolling
Stones is subtitled "Twenty Years of
Lipstick, Handcuffs, and Chem—
icals." Such is cheap sensationalism
that is patently false. This book
covers five, not twenty, years.
Flippo‘s work is even more suspect
than Fitzgerald‘s. Nearly all of it
comes from a series of articles he did
for Rolling Stone from 1975 to 1979.
There is neither distance nor
objectivity to his work. Ultimately,
On The Road With The Rolling Stones
is more about Chet Flippo and his
petulant ego than it is about the
Rolling Stones.

Worse, Flippo totally wastes the
access that he had to the band. The

 

fragments of interviews that are
included here are embarrassing at
best. Finally, there are a number of
simply inexcusable errors. Self—
indulgent and narcissistic in the:
extreme, the book is absolutely not
recommended. |

 

Four Lives in the Bebop Business
By A.B Speliman
(Limelight Editions) $8.95

Jazzmen
Edited by Frederick Ramsey, Jr. &
Charles Edward Smith
(Limelight Editions) $9.95
 
by Robert Bowman 

First published in 1966, Four Lives
In The Bebop Business remains the
definitive work on Cecil Taylor,
Ornette Coleman, Herbie Nichols
and Jackie McLean up to the mid—
sixties. Taylor,. Coleman and
McLean will be known to most
jazzers. Herbie Nichols is much
more obscure.. He was a pianist that
never got the attention that he
deserved and was consequently only
able to record as a leader on a couple
of occasions. One of these has been
recently reissued by Blue Note.
Entitled The Third World, the album
is absolutely recommended.

cont. page 51
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The Best of Times

Play It Again Sam

 

by William Glankler
 

No, this isn‘t CasablancaII. It is a

film about a kid who blew his big

chance and wants another shot.

Robin Williams plays the kid

thirteen years after the football game

in which he became famous as "the

guy who dropped the ball." He is

obsessed by his failure. He watches

the game film over and over. Finally

he decides to do something about it.

What he decides is to replay the

1973 game against their arch rival,

Bakersfield H.S., with all the same

players. How is that for neurosis

squared?!

Needless ~to say, his former

teammates are less enthusiastic

about a replay. He rallies them with

a trick that would only work on teen—

agers... Not so Bakersfield, they are

more than ready, complete with

professional training and a computer

that calls the plays

Perennial fansofthe underdog and
others in the sports idolatry set will

like this film. It is a funny version of

Robert Redford‘s The Natural and

resembles numerous Burt Reynolds

movies, only without the sex appeal of
|_. either.

Of course Kurt Russell isn‘t exactly
a dog. He plays the quarterback of
the 1973 team whose possible pro—
career ended with an injury on the
same play that Williams dropped the
ball. His wife is about to leave him
too.

The Best Of Times‘ most amusing
moments come at the beginning of
the film when Williams is narrating
the supposed history of Taft,
California, formerly known as
Moron. Scenes at the Caribou Lodge
Hall and the dinner party with
Russell, Williams, and their wives
are also memorable. And of course
there is the BIG game.

A good deal of the rest drags a bit.
Williams and Russell don‘t play as
well together as Reynolds and
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DeLuise either. The two wives seem
iniscast, each should have had the
other‘s role.

The Best Of Times will open at the
Ridgeway Four soon, for all of those
who wished they could have another
chance.

Down and Out a

In Beverly Hills

 
by William Glankler
 

Palm trees and pink stucco
palaces, a ragtop Rolls Royce on Ro—
deo Drive, and a scruffy street bum.
What doesn‘t fit in this picture?

A lot of things don‘t seem tofit in
Down And Out. Though the satire is
biting, the film is not as outrageously
funny as the title implies. It is a dis—
turbing juxtapositioning of the haves
and the have nots.

The haves are played by Richard
Dreyfuss and Bette Midler as Dave
and Barbara Whiteman, a couple
who have it made but still can‘t seem
to find happiness. He is obsessed
with things material, she with things
psychic.,

The rest of the household is equally .
off center; their son is...different;
their daughter maybe anorexic; the
live—in maid could be a nymphomani—
ac; and even the dog is hostile and
neurotic.

The havenot that l1terally plunges
into their lives is played by Nick
Nolte, in a startling performance
that displays heretofore unsuspected
talents. As the bum, Jerry Baskin, he
is both likeable and despicable at the
same time. He helps out each family
member in turn, even the dog, but he
takes advantage of them too.

Most fascinated by Baskin is Dave,
he cleans Baskin up and offers him a

job several times, which Baskin al—
ways turns down. Dave even goes
with Baskin to hang out with the
other street people, much like direc
tor Paul Mazursky probably did
when he did his research on the
homeless. The other family members

are less enthralled, but each one
comes to need Jerry Baskin iin their

lives also.

Those who like nice, tidy endmgs
and slick, entertaining escapism may
not care for the conclusion of this
movie. Mazursky is too clever to give
a pat answer and simply leaves us
with more questions.

However, his implied manner is
that once those with mental or alcohol
problems are distilled out, the rest of
the people that are homeless are so
because they want to be. A
conclusion that may distress social
scientists and possibly relieve the
guilt felt by.some of the haves.

 

 

 

 

Memphis Sound

Productions

Prerecords

"Baby" Soundtrack

Memphis Sound Productions pre—
recorded the soundtrack for Theatre
Memphis‘ musical, "Baby," (March
13—30) marking the first time the
theatre company has pre—recorded an
entire musical score rather than
using live musicians.

More than 20 musicians began re—
cording at Memphis.Sound Produc
tions in early February under the
direction of Dan Hall, according to
studio manager Tim Goodwin.

"We mixed the soundtrack down to
two channels on a four track tape,"
Goodwin said. "The other tracks will —
be used for voices. Performers will
actually sing during the musical, but
they will be backed up by a choral
section recordedat the studio.".

Goodwin explained that the full
string section as scored was recorded
by a string quartet and one synthe—
sizer player. "This gave the effect of a
much larger ensemble," he noted.

The pre—recording of the sound
track is a move by Theatre Memphis
to make more efficient use of musi—
cians and deliver a flawless musical
score. :

The project will be engineered and
produced. by Goodwin, studio co—
owner John Fleskes, and Dan Hall.
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X wss COncert calendarEntertainers and club owners may 0.

have their bookings listed by sending ‘00 3

their dates to TheMemphis Star prior Q’O —
to the 16th of each month. [XQ In order to assist our readers in makingF C

AY If you desire, Concert Calendar
 

  
  

C&W, Bluegrass; (G) Gospel: Any Type

be

their entertainment decisions, Religious—Contemporary or Traditional:The
forms are available. Send a stamped, Memphis Star has adopted the following

  
   

    

 

d. L (V) Variety; (K) Comedy; (U) Unknown or
self addressed envelope and one will 0.0 classification system in our Concert Other. An * following the club listing
be sent to you. Q‘Q Calendar: (P) Popular Music: Rock—n— indicates an ad in The Star that will
Information in this schedule is based,

y€

y Roll, Rhythm & Blues, Dance, MOR, Top
upon info received from entertainers

bes provide additional information. We
COS recognize that any classification system is

imperfect but it is our hope that these
classes will help you, the reader, to better
plan your entertainment. Have Fun! f

40; (N) New Music:. Hard Rock,
Experimental, All Original, Reggae &
Latin, Unknown Types; (T) Traditional:
Blues, Jazz, Folk; (F) Fine Arts: Theater,
Opera, Ballet, Classical; (C) Country:

and club owners. Refer to adver—
tisements in The Star for exact times,

j dates and locations.

CemeeSeSeSeSesesesen

Bombay Bicycle Club {33*+

             

     

      bigrc
s

1 SaturdaySamuel Viviano (F) — Memphis State (HarrisAud.)
   

 

Stage Coaoh (C) — Red Carpet Inn (Getwell)

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

   

  

  

   

   

    

  

  

  
  

  
  

  

  

  

   

  

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

   

 

 
 

 

GOOD FOOD Brady & Hollye (V) — Spike and Rail — |

Ew Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge f

MARCH PREV ______———-" 16 Tio\ Cotton Good Question(P)‘ Jubllatlon(donesboro, AR)
_2________-——-1 9 \ Blue Jazz B$nd Streetrock (P) — Prince Monogo‘s \

Blue Bali‘s Beats jSelma“ Ferrari (P) > Stage Stop ***

Beats g — 1 Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

131 Crossover (V) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

pppna_ 17 24 Tokyo Rose (P) — Madison Ave. Club

3 AMO Call John Decision (P) « Bombay***

John fo‘ wie" "Perspective" Dance Concert (F) — Harris AudStart the John Kilzer Info iJ SpU .

ba Week at the Kilzer (MSU) f

el BBC > 5 "Chekhov in Yalta" (F) — Little Theatre d
f j a

forme" 18 my Davis Jimmy Davis "Annie" (F) — Orpheum P

a Davis |Jimmy Davis a. o John&5colt Mr. Elmo and the In Shades (T) — Varsity Inn
Happy Hour Jimmyal it John Scott Ben Cauley/Lou Roberts/Vapor‘s Band (V) —
Every M—F John Scott John Sco P Bad Bob‘s Vapors ***

% WaT,“ Tiny Bond and the Bondsmen (C) — Bad Bob‘s
12 1 Micro Vapors *** § a

Micro Chip R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Sh <

21st A wieto “2;ng Ch‘gtra Orchestra Salooc:coc 9) a #

Century cfllflm Orchestra

|

Orche Kenneth Jackson (P) — Old Daisy ***
ziRock ote mmenaira 27 Sid Selvidge (T) — North End *** ‘

azar 13 20 Reba Good Beauty and the Beats (P) — Chelsea St. Pub *** [l

| Reba Good & The Question ‘Omar and the Howlers (N) — Rum Boogie Cafe I

DANCE & The Question Portables Tony Sloan & Friends (V) — Ramada Inn

DANCE Portables

free

(Summer) ‘ A

DANCE pan —2—1-—"‘"" 28 Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
mica 14 Good House 3

— 7 Reba The Question Ruby Wilson (B) — Lafayette‘s

MemPh“; Java & Tgfes Cutouts Naomi Moody (J) — Mood Indigo *** SI

fo gfzkaal‘glft porta cam Vexx (N) — Antenna g

prong 29 29 Delanks (N) — Antenna $
——/ # #

15 Good f

7 & The Cutouts 9 9

Decision Portables
Sunday

Lloyd Rainey & Lance Williams (P) — Felix‘s
 

 
Restaurant ( a

  

726—6055
— uas Brown & Robinson Show (P) — Willie Moffatt‘s

2120 MADISON (In Overton Square) (Mt. Moriah)

Dance Music (P) — Stage Stop ***

Leon Russell (N) — Peabody
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Fred Ford & Honeymoon Gardner (T) — Peabody

Blue Grass Sunday (C) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay ***

Henders & Krafi (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

"Annie" (F) — Orpheum

gong Garrison/Frank Papajohn (T) — North End

 

George Kiein Oldies Show (V) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors ***

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors ***

Live Music (U) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Beauty and the Beats (P) — Chelsea St. Pub ***

Hurricanes (P) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Virginia & Samuel Driggers (F) — Memphis
State

Naomi Moody (J) — Mood Indigo ***

Producers (N) — Antenna

Sam Williams & Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn
(Summer Ave.)

Sam Williams & Tony Sloan (V) — The Cruel Shoe

3 : Monday

The Minnesingers Vocal Quartet (F) — Rhodes
College

Vienna (P) — Stage Stop ***

Contender (P) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

John Kilzer (V) — Bombay ***

Delcony Willio (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/The Vapor‘s Band (V)
— Bad Bob‘s Vapors ***

Memphis Music Assoc. Reception (U) — Omni—
Daisy ***

Beauty and the Beats (P) — Chelsea St. Pub ***

Herbie Moore (N) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Delony Willis (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Happy Hour Pianist (J) — Mood Indigo ***

>> Tuesday

Yarbrough‘s Bluegrass Jam (C) — Yarbrough‘s
Music

Student Voice Recital (F) — Rhodes College

Vienna (P) — Stage Stop ***

Jason D. Williams (P) — Peabody

Contender (P) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Jimmy Davis & John Scott (P) — Bombay ***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapor‘s Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors ***

Live Music (U) — Blue Suede Shoe Saloon ***

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors ***

Comedy Contest (K) — Sir Laff‘s Alot

Beauty and the Beats (P) — Chelsea St. Pub ***

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

calendar

Jazz Week (J) — Memphis State

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western
Steakhouse

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer Ave.)

Happy Hour Pianist (J) — Mood Indigo ***

Sam Williams (V) — Scrupples

5 Wednesday

Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge ***

Vienna (P) — Stage Stop ***

Peter Picerno (F) — Cook Convention Center

Tally & Steinberg (F) — Peabody

Jason D. Williams (P) — Peabody

Lyn "Germantown Blues" Jones (T) — Walker‘s
Midtown ***

Microchip Orchestra (N) — Bombay ***

ZZ Top/Jimmy Barnes (P) —
Coliseum

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapors Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors***

Tiny Bond and the Bondsmen (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors *** f

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Bruce Biles (T) — North End ***

Jeff Allen & Bill Hicks (K) — Sir Laff‘s Alot

Beauty & the Beats (P) — Chelsea St. Pub *** —

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Jazz Week (J) — Memphis State

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
House

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer Ave)

Happy Hour Pianist (J) — Mood Indigo ***

Video Night (N) — Antenna 4

Peter Hyrka & Victims of Circumstance (T) —
Lou‘s Place

Sam Williams (V) — Scrupples

6 Thursday

Vienna (P) — Stage Stop ***

Jason D. Williams (P) — Peabody

Southern Jam Band (V) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Ron Reed (V) — Faculty Lounge ***

Reba and the Portables (P) — Bombay ***

Z2 Top/Jimmy Barnes (P) — Mid—South
Coliseum ***

Jeff Allen & Bill Hick (K) — Sir Laff‘s Alot

Peter Hyrka & Victims of Circumstance (T) —
North End ***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapors Band (V) — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors ***

Tiny Bond & the Bondsmen (C) —
Vapors ***

Bad Bob‘s

cont. next page

  

Take It To

WALKER‘S

MIDTOWN:

Memphis‘

Newest Music Room

Live Music

7 Nites A Week

B. Y.0.B.

Food & Games

Shuffleboard

Pool Table

Pinball

Dance Floor

1782 Madison

A74—3103
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from previous page

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Kenneth Jackson (V) — Old Daisy ***

Beauty & the Beats (P) — Chelsea St. Pub ***

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Jazz Week (J) — Memphis State

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer Ave)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western
Steakhouse & \

The Tennessee Gentlemen (C) —
— Bluegrass Shack f

Jazz Jam Session (J) — Mood Indigo ***

Dead Milkmen (N) — Antenna

Ruby Wilson (B) — Lafayette‘s

‘Sam Williams (V) — Scruples

7 13 Friday

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

Stage Coach (C) — Red Carpet Inn (Getwel!)

fiark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge***

Daydreamers (P) — Prince Mongo‘s

Vienna (P) — Stage Stop***

Talley & Steinberg (T) — Peabody

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Southern Jam Band (V) — Walker‘s Midtown***

Destin Angel (P) — Madison Ave. Club

Java (N) — Bombay***

Memphis Symphony (F) — Vincent DeFrank
Music Hall

& "Midsummer‘s Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

Luther VanDross (P) — Mid—South Colisium

Jeff Allen & Bill Hicks (K) — Sir Laffs alot

Sid Selvidge (T) — North End***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapor‘s Band — Bad
Bob‘s Vapors***

R.T. Scott Band (C) © Blue Suede Shoe***

Kenneth Jackson (V) — Old Daisy***

Beauty & The Beats (P) — Chelsea St. Pub®**

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavox (V) — Western Steak
House

. Naomi Moody (T) — Mood Indigo***

Richard Orange (N) — Antenna

The End (N) — Antenna

"RubyWilson(T)— Lafayettes

calendar

8 : Saturday

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
‘on the Square

Stage Coach (C) — Red Carpet Inn (Getwell)

Julian Ross & David Fletcher (F) — MSU (Harris
Aud.)

Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge ***

Daydreamers (P) — Prince Mongo‘s

\ Vienna (P) — Stage Stop ***

Heart (w/special guest Autograph) (P) — Mid—
South Coliseum

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

. Southern Jam Band (V) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Destin Angel (P) — Madison Ave. Club

Java (N) — Bombay ***

Memphis Symphony (F) — Vincent De Frank
Music Hall

Mr. Elmo & the In Shades (T) — Varsity Inn

Jeff Allen & Bill Hicks (K) — Sir Laff‘s Alot

Sid Selvidge (T) — North End ***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (V)
= Vapors

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) —Vapors "t

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe Saloon
«++

Kenneth Jackson (T) — Old Daisy ***

Beauty & the Beats (P) — Chelsea St. Pub ***

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe

Tony Sloan & Friends (V) — Ramada Inn

(Summer Ave.)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western

Steakhouse

Naomi Moody (T) — Mood Indigo ***

Webb Wilder & the Beat Nicks (N) — Antenna

The Soul Capalist (N) — Antenna

Ruby Wilson (T) — Lafayette‘s

9 ‘ f Sunday

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

Lloyd Rainey & Lance Williams (P) — Felix‘s

Restaurant

Pam &the Passions (P) — Willie Moffatt‘s (Mt.
Moriah)

Dance Music (P) — Stage Stop"**

Fred Ford & Honeymoon Gardner (T) — Peabody

Bluegrass Sunday (T) — Walker‘s Midtown***

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay ***

Memphis Symphony (F) — Vincent DeFrank
Music Hall

Kaferd Kafer (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

George Klein Oldies Show (V) — Vapor‘s***

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Vapor‘s***

Live Music (C) — Blue Suede Shoe‘ **

f Doug Garrison/Frank Pappajohn Jazz (T)North
End***

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

The Executive Slacks (N) — Antenna

Father Square (N) — Antenna

Sam Williams & Tony Sloan (V) —
(Summer Ave.) ©

Sam Williams & Tony Sloan (V) — The Cruel Shoe

Ramada Inn

10 — Monday

Foolish Pleasure (P) — Stage Stop ***

Contender (P) — Walker‘sMidtown ***

John Kilzer (V) — Bombay *** ,

"Talley‘s Folly" (F) — MSU Theatre.

Lou Roberts, Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (V)
— Vapors ***

R.T Scott Band (C) — Vapors ***

Live Music (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Herbie Moore (N) — Rum Boogie Band

Happy Hour Pianist (T) — Mood Indigo ***

11 Tuesday
Yarbrough‘s Bluegrass Jam (C) — Yarbrough‘s
Music

Foolish Pleasure (P) — Stage Stop xxx"

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Contender (P) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Jimmy Davis & John Scott (P) — Bombay ***

"Talley‘s Folly" (F) — MSU Theatre

Samuel Viviano (F) — Harris Aud..(MSU) ..

Lou Roberts, Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (V)
— Vapors***

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapors ***

Live Music (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

FMOC Contest (K) — Sir Laff‘s Alot

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —Rum
Boogie Cafe

Tony Sloan & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
House & Lounge

Happy Hour Pianist (T) — Mood Indigo ***

Sam Williams (V) — Scrupples
John Prine & The Band (N) — Vincent DeFrank
Music Hall

12 Wednesday
Mark Showalter (V) —Faculty Lounge ***

Foolish Pleasure (P) — Stage Stop ***

David Kienzle (F) — Cook Convention Center

Talley & Steinberg (T) — Peabody

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Songwriter‘s Night (V) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Strutter (P) — Madison Ave..Club

Microchip Orchestra (N) — Bombay ***

"Talley‘s Folly" (F) — MSU Theatre

Woodwind Quintet (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Leo Nino & Chane & Mills (K) — Sir Laff‘s Alot
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R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Bruce Biles (P) — North End ***

Lou Robert Ben Cauley & Vapors Band (V) —
Vapors**

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapors ***

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Tony Sloan & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
House & Lounge

Happy Hour Pianist (T) — Mod Indigo **

Peter Hyrka & Victims of Circumstance (T) —
Lou‘s Place

Sam Williams (V) — Scrupples

13 Thursday
"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

Faculty Guitar Recital (F) — Rhodes College

Brady & Hollye (V) — Circle Cafe

Spiker (P) — Stage Stop ***

Jason D. Williams (P) — Peabody

Jack Holder Band (N) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Ron Reed (V) — Faculty Lounge ***

Strutter (P) — Madison Ave Club

Good Question (P) — Bombay ***

"Extremities" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Peter Hyrka 8: Victims of Circumstance (T) —
North End *

Leo Nino & Chane & Mills (K) — Sir Laff‘s Alot

Kenneth Jackson (T) — Old Daisy ***

Lou Roberts, Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (V)
= Vapors ***

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapors ***

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Band

Girard Souzay (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer Ave)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
House & Lounge

Jazz Jam Session (T) — Mood Indigo ***

The Odd Jobs (N) — Antenna

Ruby Wilson (T) — Lafayette‘s

Sam William (V) — Scrupples

14 Friday

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

Stage Coach (C) — Red Carpet Inn (Getwell)

"The Rivals" (F) — Rhodes College

Brady & Hollye (V) — Spike & Rail

Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge ***

cont. next page
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At MemphisSound Productions we‘ve just added Passport‘s

powerful MASTERTRACKS to our computer driven multi—
keyboard system. We‘ve got Yamaha and Korg synthesizers, with

a fully loaded Yamaha TX—816. We‘ve got LinnDrums.

2850 Lamb Place — Suite 5 — Memphis — 901—363—3856

 

LARGE STUDIO SOUND

is no longer limited to

LARGE STUDIOBUDGETS

Our outboard effects rack includes

gear by LeXIcon, Ursa Major and
Aphex.

We have Neuman, AKG and Senn-
heiser microphones.

We‘re DBX encoded, Mcintosh povrered, and JBL punched.
 

Call or Come BY — Our Low Rates Will Surprise You

MEMPHIS SOUND PRODUCTIONS

 

JUST OFF DEMOCRAT NEAR THE AIRPORT   
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Ask forJon Hornyak, Jack Holder or Don Smith

1902 Nelson Memphis, TN. 38114 901/278—8346

Monday and Tuesday —

SPECIAL

om"

410W 13 INCH —.One or Two Ingredient

Pan Pizza

— _OPr .

_ Thin‘n Crispy®

Priazzo" Italian pie

$9.95Available Mon. & Tues. Only 5 p.m. — 9 p.m.Offer not valid with any other discount offer.
 

$

Present this coupon when ordering.
Available Sun. — Sat. at all partici—
pating Pizza Hut restaurants.

r-_--—--—----

1 $ OFF pu LoweZ,

I U ‘__
I $3.00 OFF ANYLARGE PRIAZZG @
l $2.00 OFF ANY MEDIUM PRIAZZO Illa

I (Offer also valid on Large or p
|‘ Medium Pizza). Hut

l R

E
PRIAZZO ITALIAN PIE f

One coupon per party per visit. Good at all Memphis, West Memphis,

I Jackson, TN and Northern Mississippi Restaurants. E w

Offer Expires 3—31—86
L-_---------------canSammeyman foesanfop L
-
-
-
-
-

 

from previous page

Streetrock (P) — Prince Mongo‘s

Spiker (P) — Stage Stop ***

Talley & Steinberg (T) — Peabody

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Jack Holder Band (N) — Walker‘s Midtown ***‘

D—Lanks (N) — Madison Ave. Club

Reba & the Portables (P) — Bombay***

"Extremities" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Sid Selvidge (T) — North End ***

Leo Nino, Chane & Mills (K) — Sir Laff‘s A Lot

Kenneth Jackson (T) — Old Daisy ***

Beale St. Talent Search (V) — Omni—Daisy ***

Lou Roberts, Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (V)
= Vapors ***

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapors ***

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Band f

Free Jazz Concert (T) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer Ave.)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
House & Lounge

The Tennessee Gentlemen (T) — Bluegrass
Shack

Naomi Moody (T) — Mood Indigo ***

TBA (N) — Antenna ‘
Ruby Wilson (B) — Lafayette‘s

15 Saturday
"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

Stage Coach (C) — Red Carpet Inn (Getwell)
"The Rivals" (F) — Rhodes College
Rhodes College Chamber Ensemble (F) —
Rhodes College A

Brady & Hollye (V) — Spike & Rail
Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge ***
Streetrock (P) — Prince Mongo‘s
Spiker (P) — Stage Stop ***
Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody
Jack Holder Band (N) — Walker‘s Midtown ***
D—Lanks (N) — Madison Ave. Club
Reba & the Portables (P) — Bombay ***
"Extremities" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis
Mr. Elmo & the In Shades (T) — Varsity Inn
R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***
Sid Selvidge (T) — North End ***
Leo Nino, Chane & Mills (K) — Sir Laff‘s A Lot
Kenneth Jackson (T) — Old Daisy ***
Starship/Outfield (N)— Orpheum
Lou Roberts, Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (V)

= Vapors***
Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapor‘s ***
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Don McMinn & the Rum BoogieBand(T) Rum
Boogle Cafe

Tony Sloan & Friends. (V) = Ramada Inn
(Summer Ave.)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
House & Lounge

Naomi Moody (T) —Mood Indigo ***

Ruby Wilson (T) — Lafayette‘s

16 Sunday
Mud Boy & the Neutrons (V) — Old Daisy Theatre

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

"The Rivals" (F) — Rhodes College.

Lloyd Rainey & Laura Williams (P) — Felix‘s

Restaurant

Mr. Elmo & the In Shades (T) — Willie Moffatt‘s

(Mt. Moriah)

Brady &Hollye (V) Willie Moffatt‘s(Sycamore
View)

Dance Music (P) — Stage Stop ***

George Doerner & Orchestra(F) — Peabody

Fred Ford & Honeymoon Garner (T) — Peabody

Blue Grass Sunday (C) — Walker‘s Midtown x*

Bluebeats (N) = Bombay ***

"Extremities" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"Baby" — Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Vapors ***

Doug Garrison/Frank Papajohn Jazz (T) — North
End***

Live Music. (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

George Klein Oldies Show (V) — Vapors ***

Rico‘s Yada (N) — Rum Boogie Cafe

The Tricycle Thieves (N) — Antenna

Sam Williams & Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn

Sam Williams & Tony Sloan (V) — The Cruel Shoe

17 Monday

Intruder (P) — Stage Stop *** i

Contender (P) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Live Music (U) — Bombay ***

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Vapors ***

Live Music (U) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Lou Roberts, Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (C)

= Vapors *** >

Catesby Jones & Friends (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Happy Hour Pianist (T) — Mood Indigo ***

18 Tuesday

Yarbrough‘s Bluegrass Jam (C) — Yarbrough‘s
Music

Faculty Piano Recital (F) — Rhodes College

"Major Barbara" (F) — RhodeSFCoIIege

Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay ***

Intruder (P) — Stage Stop ***

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody,

cont. next page
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How to get U.S. Copyright Forms: Read "ABCS of Copynght” in the May,

1985 STAR. For up to 5 free forms, call 521—3285 M—F. For any reasonable

number of forms, call 202/2879100and talk to the answering machine 24

hours a day. You must know what formsto request (PA for music, SR for

recordings, TX for text, VA for art, etc.). If you don‘t know what forms to

use, call 202/287—8700 M—F or write Information and Publications Section,

LM455, Copyright Office, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.; 20559.
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RONREED

Now Appearing

At The

Faculty

Lounge

—— Thursdays —

3547 Walker
(1/2 Block East Of Highland)

454—9212— 327—5388
\_ 454—9212 — J

 

 

 

SUNRISE PRODUCTIONS

PACKAGE RATES

AVAILABLE ON

LP‘s & 45s

TELEX® Cassette

Duplication Available

for more information call

—~901—795—2191

3108 Comet Cove, Memphis

 

 

f M SOUND

F8 PRODUCTIONS
   

 

WeDesign, Install & Rent
AUDIO SYSTEMS

featuring
STUDIO MASTER,
ROSS & FANE

Call Us For A Quote
Whenever You Need P.A. Gear

(901) 754—8929
SPECIALIZING IN

CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, & AUDITORIUMS
   

 

Support Our Advertisers

They Support

Memphis Music

i \|

 

Concert

from previous page

 

Contender (P) — Walker‘s Midtown ***
Jimmy Davis & John Scott (P) — Bombay *** _
"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis
FMOC Contest (K) — Sir Laff‘s A Lot
Live Music (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***
John Cougar Mellancamp (N) — Mid South
‘Coliseum ***

Lou Roberts, Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (V)
= Vapors ***

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapors ***
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer)
Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
House & Lounge

Happy Hour Pianist (T) — Mood Indigo ***
The Micromots (N) — Antenna
Sam Williams (V) — Scrupples

19 Wednesday
Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge ***
Intruder (P) — Stage Stop ***
John David Peterson (F) — Cook Convention
Center

Kris Kristotterson (C) — Peabody Skyway ***

Talley & Steinberg (T) — Peabody

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody ;

Songwriter‘s Night (V) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Microchip Orchestra (N) — Bombay ***

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Bruce Biless (P) — North End ***

John Schauder & Ken Lucas (K) — Sir Laff‘s A Lot

Lou Roberts, Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (V)
= Vapors ***

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapors ***

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe ¢

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer) f

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (T) — Western Steak

House & Lounge

Happy Hour IPianist (T) — Mood Indigo ***

Video Night (N) — Antenna

Peter Hyrka & Victims of Circumstance (T) —

Lou‘s Place

Sam Williams (V) — Scrupples

20

Falstaff (F) — Orpheum

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse

on the Square

Thursday

calendar

   

"The Rivals" (F) — Rhodes College

Brady & Hollye (V) — Circle Cafe

Intruder (P) — Stage Stop ***

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Ron Reed (V) — Faculty Lounge ***

Ron Hensley (V) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Reba & the Portables (P) Bombay ***

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

R.T Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Peter Hyrka & the Victims of Circumstance (T) —

North End ***

John Schauder& Ken Lucas (K) — Sir Laff‘s A Lot

Kenneth Jackson (T) — Old Daisy ***

Lou Roberts, Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (V)

— Vapors ***

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak

House & Lounge

_ Jazz Jam Session (T) — Mood Indigo ***

The Weeds (N) — Antenna

Ruby Wilson (T) — Lafayette‘s

Sam Williams (V) — Scrupples

21 Friday

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse

on the Square

‘Stage Coach (C) — Red Carpet Inn (Getwell)

"The Rivals" (F) — Rhodes College

Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge ***

Cutouts (V) — Prince Mongo‘s

Intruder (P) — Stage Stop ***

Talley & Steinberg (T) — Peabody

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Good Question (P) — Walker‘s Midtown ***

Blacklist (P) — Madison Ave Club

Cutouts (P) — Bombay ***

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe ***

Sid Selvidge (T) — North End ***

John Schauder & Ken Lucas (K) * Sir Laff‘s A Lot

‘Kenneth Jackson (T) — Old Daisy ***

Miss Shelby County Contest (U) — Omni Daisy

Lou Roberts, Ben Cauley & the Vapors Band (V)
— Vapors ***

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapors ***

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak

House & Lounge

Naomi Moody (T) — Mood Indigo ***

Love Tractor (N) — Antenna

Ruby Wilson (T) — Lafayette‘s
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22 Saturday

"Fallstaft" (F) — Orpheum

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

Stage Coach (C) — Red Carpet Inn (Getwell)

"The Rivals" (F) — Rhodes College

Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge***

Cutouts (V) — Prince Mongo‘s

Intruder (P) — Stage Stop***

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Good Question (P) — Walker‘s Midtown***

Blacklist (P) — Madison Avenue Club

David Jones (C) — 149th Club (Turrell, AR.)

Daniel Fletcher (F) — Harris Aud.(MSU) ‘

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

Mr. Elmo and the Inshades (T) — Varsity Inn

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede, Shoe***

Sid Selvidge (T) — North End***

John shauder & Ken Lucas (K) — Sir Laffs Alot

Kenneth Jackson (T) — Old Daisy***

Miss Shelby County Contest (U) — Old Daisy***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapors Band (V) —
Vapors***

Tiny Bond & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapors***

Daniel Fletcher (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Tony Sloan & Friends (V) Ramada Inn (Summer)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western
Steakhouse @

Ruby Wilson (T) — Lafayettes

23

"A MidsummerNight‘s Dream (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

"The Rivals (F) — Rhodes College

Lloyd Rainey & Lance Williams (P) — Felix‘s

Wampus Cats (T) — Willie Moffatt‘s (Mt. Moriah)

Dance Music (P) — Stage Stop***

Sunday

Fred Ford & Honeymoon Gardner (T) — Peabody

Bluegrass Sunday (C) — Walker‘s Midtown***

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay***

Andrea Grossman (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Sun Seals (T) — Huey‘s

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Vapors***

Doug Garrison/Frank Pappajohn Jazz (T) —
North End***

Live Music (C) — Blue Suede Shoe***

George Klein Oldies Show (V) — Vapor***

Rico‘s Yada (N) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Glorious Din (N) — Antenna

Sam Williams & Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn

Sam Williams & Tony Sloan (V) — The Cruel Shoe

24

TNA (P) — StageStop***

Contender— Walker‘s Midtown***

John Kilzer (V) — Bombay***

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Vapors***

Live Music (C) — Blue Suede Shoe***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapors Band (V) —
Vapor‘s***

Monday

Catesby Jones & Friends (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

\

25 Tuesday
Yarbrough‘s Bluegrass Jam (C) — Yarbrough‘s
Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay“ & —

TNA (i’) — Stage Stop***

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Contender (P) — Walker‘s Midtown***

Jimmy Davis & John Scott (P) — Bombay***

Sania Monosoff (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

FMOC Contest (K) — Sir Laffs Alot

Live Music (C) — Blue Suede Shoe***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapors Band (V) —
Vapors***

Tiny Bond & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapors***

Don—McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band(T) «Rum
Boogie Cafe

. Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western
Steakhouse

Sam Williams (V) — Scrupples

26 Wednesday

Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge***

TNA (P) — Stage Stop***

Talley & Steinberg (T) — Peabody

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Songwriter‘s Night (V) — Walker‘s Midtown***

Microchip Orchestra (N) — Bombay***

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe***

Bruce Biles (P) — North End***

Greg Ray & John McDonnell (K) — Sir Laffs Alot

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapors Band (V)—
Vapors***

Tiny Bond & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapor‘s***

Don McMinn & the RBB (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
House

Peter Hyrka & Victims of Circumstance (T) —
Lou‘s Place

Sam Williams (V) — Scrupples

David Jones (C) — 149th Club (Turrell, AR.)

 

 

 

27. Thursday

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
‘on the Square

"Cloud 9" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Brady & Hollye (V) — Circle Cafe

TNA (P) — Stage Stop***

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Coon Elder (C) — Walker‘s Midtown***

Ron Reed (V) — Faculty Lounge***

Good Question (P) — Bombay***

"Fools" (F) — Gaslight

Guitar Student Recital(V) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe***

Peter Hyrka &V.0.C. (T) — North End***

Greg Ray & John McDonnell (K) — Sir Laffs Alot

Kenneth Jackson (T) — Old Daisy*** {

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapors Band (V) —
Vapors***

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapors***

Don McMinn & the RBB (T) —

Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn (Summer)

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
House

 

 

Rum Boogie Cafe —

The Generics (N) — Antenna

Ruby Wilson (T) — Lafayettes

Sam Williams (V) — Scrupples

cont. next page
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28 Friday

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

Stage Coach (C) — Red Carpet Inn(Getwel!)

"Cloud 9" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Brady & Hollye (V) — Spike & Rail

Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge***

Cafe Racers (P) — Prince Mongo‘s

TNA (P) — Stage Stop***

Talley & Steinberg (T) — Peabody

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Coon Elder (C) — Walkers Midtown***

Nightworks (P) — Madison Ave. Club

Good Question (P) — Bombay*** —

"Fools" (F) — Gaslight

Violin Student Recital (V) — Harris Aud. (MSU) —

Mud Boy & the Neutron/Alex Chilton (V) —Old
Daisy***

"Baby" (F) ~Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe***

Sid Selvidge (T) — North End***

Greg Ray & John McDonnell (K) — Sir Laffs Alot

Kenneth Jackson (T) — Old Daisy***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapor‘s Band (V) —
Vapors***

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) — Vapor‘s ***

Don McMinn & the RBB (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Tony Sloan & Friends (V) — Ramada Inn

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) — Western Steak
House

Tennessee Gentlemen (C) — Bluegrass Shack

The Crime (N) — Antenna

Ruby Wilson (T) — Lafayettes

David Jones (C) — 149th Club (Turrell, AR.)

29 Saturday

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

"Cloud 9" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Brady & Hollye (V) — Spike & Rail

Mark Showalter (V) — Faculty Lounge***

Cafe Racers (P) — Prince Mongo‘s

TNA (P) — Stage Stop***

Jason D. Williams (V) — Peabody

Coon Elder (C) — Walker‘s Midtown***

Nightworks (P) — Madison Ave Club

Good Question (P) — Bombay***

"Fools" (F) — Gaslight

Gospel Choir (G) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

Mr. Elmo and the In Shades (T) — Varsity Inn

calendar

 

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Blue Suede Shoe***

Sid Selvidge (T) — North End ***

Greg Ray & John McDonnell (K) Sir Laffs Alot

Kenneth Jackson (T) — Old Daisy***

Van Halen (N) — Mid—South Colisium

Tiny & the Bondsmen (C) —Vapors***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapors Sand(V) —
Vapor‘s***

Don McMinn & the RBB (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Tony Sloan & Friends (V) —Ramada Inn

Steve Hugule & Vicki Lavon (V) «Western Steak
House

The Crime (N) — Antenna

Ruby Wilson (T) — Lafayette‘s 4

David Jones (C) — 149th Club (Turrell, AR.)

30 Sunday

"A Midsummer Night‘s Dream" (F) — Playhouse
on the Square

"Cloud 9" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Lloyd Rainey & Lance Williams (P) — Felix‘s

Wampus Cats (T) — Willie Moffatt‘s (Mt. Moriah)

Dance Music (P) — Stage Stop***

Fred Ford & Honeymoon Gardner (T) — Peabody

Bluegrass Sunday (C) — Walker‘s Midtown**

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay'"

"Fools" (F) — Gaslight

"Baby" (F) — Theatre Memphis

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Vapor‘s***

Doug Garrison/Frank Pappajohn Jazz (T) —
North End***

Live Music (C) — Blue Suede Shoe***

George Klein Oldies (V) = Vapor‘s***

Rico‘s Yada (N) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Sam Williams/Tony Sloan (V) — Ramada Inn

Sam Williams/Tony Sloan (V) — The Cruel Shoe

31 Monday

Contender (P) — Walker‘s Midtown***

John Kilzer (V) — Bombay***

"American Buffalo" (F) — MSU Theatre

R.T. Scott Band (C) — Vapors***

Live Music (C) — Blue Suede Shoe***

Lou Roberts/Ben Cauley/Vapors Band (V) —
Vapors***

Catesby Jones & Friends(T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

 

 

Southern Beat

—— from page 21

Other new additions included

Sam Cooke‘s "You Send Me," the 60s

pop cover "You Can‘t Sit Down," and

his own "Right or Wrong," recorded

previously by Rosanne Cash. Jerene

Sykes manned the sound board for

the band which included guitarist/

vocalist Mike Crews, drummer Chad

Cromwell, thumb—thumping bassist

"with the hairdo," David Cochran,

and on certain shows, harmonica

player Lyn Jones. Jones performed

his "Germantown Blues" at the

Jackson performance, which also

included keyboardist/songwriter

Swain Schaefer.

Although Sykeshas said in the past

that he doesn‘t consider himself a

strong vocalist, his Southern—tinged

voice and perfectly timed phrasing

— makes him the best performer of his

songs that I‘ve heard, although

Rosanne Cash and Rodney Crowell‘s

instrumental arrangement of "Right

or Wrong" may be a little more

rockin‘. I hope he does some more of

those great songs he wrote recorded

by Rosanne Cash —— he nearly always

omits them. Jerene Sykes says she

got him to do them for the Nashville

audience. Keep working on him,

Jerene.

Sykes has been looking a bit like a

cross between Elvis and a young

Johnny Cash lately. Sorry I can‘t.

convey the picture to you with a

photo, but my camera self—destructed

at both shows. When Keith Sykes‘

hot, pro—sounding rockabilly and

country rock band performs, you get

to hear some authentic Memphis rock

and roll——great originals, not a bunch

of pretty—boy pretenders playing all

copy material that they‘ve just

learned about. There are a lot of

young rockabilly cover bands in

Memphis whose rare attempts at

originals usually amount to a copy of

their favorite cover song. Sykes has

his own style.

Suffice it to say that he‘s looking

and sounding better than ever, and

drawing well at all his shows. Some—

times I wonder why we‘re so lucky:

Sykes stays in Memphis, when he has

had so many songs placed in

Nashville. All I can say is thanks. It‘s

easy for people to leave Memphis and
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run off to places like New Orleans,

Nashville, and L.A., but at least

here‘s one great songwriter who‘s

stuck around and hasn‘t deserted us.

Let‘s not desert him. Check Sykes out

at Bombay, where he is sometimes

joined by blues harmonica player Joe

Sanders. I alsounderstand that you

can check out Mike Crews at various

Midtown nightspots as a solo act.yy

March Is

Music In The

Schools Month

The entire month of March has

been designated by the Music

Educators National Conference

(MENC) as Music In Our Schools

Month (MIOSM). "Music Brings Us

Together," the theme for this year‘s

celebration, conveys the vital role

music plays throughout our lives.

«MIOSM provides a special

opportunity for citizens to under—

stand and support the ongoing pro—

cesses and benefits of music

education in the curriculum, in the

community, and in adult life. Here in

Memphis and West Tennessee,

members of MENC have taken an

active role in planning events such as

concerts, demonstrations, open

houses and exhibits to focus public a—

wareness on music education in

schools and society at large.

MENC invitee you to support

MIOSM by visiting and becoming in—

volved ‘in the school music programs

of your community.

For more information, call or

write: Music In Our Schools Month,

2035. Evelyn, Memphis, TN 38104

(901) 274—8994. ¢z %

 

Guess Who‘s Coming

To Town?

No. They don‘t sell

Insurance or

Used Cars.

The answer is in the

Concert Calendar
   

One of the most popular consoles in England and on the West Coast

is nowat Cotton Row Recording: A Trident Series 80—B (32x24x32).

Call us and come listen! 901—276—8518. 24 Track Recording.

AMS and Emulator II rental.

Cotton RowRecording

1503 Madison Avenue

_ e Memphis, TN 38104

 
 

 

 

 

D o W N ToW N

THE NORTH END

346 North Main « 526—0319

 

LIVE MUSIC

"N THURSDAY

f Jackson PETER HYRKA

ep FRIDAY & SATURDAY

C SID SELVIDGE
Crowne Plaza SUNDAY

DOUG GARRISON

FRANK PAPAJOHN

JAZZ

Kitchen Open ‘til 3 a.m. daily.

Burgers, Crab Legs, Wild Rice

and Sauteed Mushrooms.

Employees Of Jefferson Square

Say THANKS!

 
For Your Continued Support.
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~LP Reviews

, ? from page 37

 

Don Williams:

New Moves

(Capitol — EMI)

 

by Lisa McGaughran
 

A Don Williams record is best

heard on a cold winter night curled

up in your comfy chair next to a fire

and some Jack Daniels. You have to

have a friend to talk to also, because

it‘s hard to concentrate solely on a

Williams album from beginning to

end without a few breaks in the

monotony. \

Many of his chosen songs do tend to

sound alike in beat and style. He‘sa

master of the slow, storytelling bal—

lad. Strong songs on this album

include "I‘ll Never Be In Love

Again," "Shot Full of Love," "Then

It‘s Love," and "We‘ve Got a Good
) »

Fire Goin‘.

Excellent instrumentation and

— production that falls outside the

typical Nashville fare. The song I

bought the album for is "Send Her

Roses" written by Pat McLaughlin,

Nashville‘s best and most overlooked

songwriter (he just ain‘t country

enough for ‘em, according to record

executives‘ categories). Pat‘s rhythm

and soul are placed into the grooves of

this record in his mandolin playing

on the song. He can also be heard on

"Lord I Hope This Day Is Good" on

Williams‘ Especially For You

album. Anybody who likes Pat

McLaughlin‘s songs is OK in my

book, so rush out and buy Don

Williams albums. For upbeat

rhythm and country frenetic, jazz

styled guitar playing, go see Pat live

at Twelfth and Porter in Nashville.

Page 50

 

Single Reviews

from page 35

MICHAEL SHAMBLIN

Foreign Affairs

Commercial ‘contemporary

country song out of F&L Records in

Nashville. Strong production.

Perfect for country radio. Ready to

air. But oh, so boring. f

TOM HACKENBERGER

Old Acquaintances

I was afraid the first side would

stink, but it doesn‘t. It‘s a hilarious

novelty song. "Old acquaintances

keep poppin‘ up, barring any

progress I might make . . . Old
‘acquaintances keep poppin‘ in — that‘s

why I can‘t love you, will you be my

friend?" Love it. The second side

does stink. Much ado about nothing

in arrangement.

_ CHERYL FOX

Spending My Time/Early Morning

Man _

Side one: deserves airplay. Vocals

should have been brought out cleaner

in the mix, though. Background

vocals arranged well. Strong song

and singer. Side two: Song is well—

written and well—arranged.

Recorded at. Galaxy Studio in

Memphis. Creative Memphis—styled

arrangement — does not fall into

Malaco spam category.

MICHAEL MARINE

Lettuce Head Doll Song

A cross between Weird Al

Yankovic and Rick Dees. Mildly

funny. Where did this one come

from, Tony Jones? Crazy, man.

KENNY ROGERS

Goodbye Marie

I know it isn‘t fair to review this,

but his record company did send it to

us. Though I‘m not particularly a

Kenny Rogers fan, he does know how

to phrase and deliver an intelligently

written song, using a toned down,

professional production. Class and

good taste either come naturally to.

you or not at all — Kenny Rogers is a

class act. f
t

MEMPHIS STAR

mances.

 

Movie Reviews

from page 39

In addition to Nolte‘s three dimen—

sional portrayal of Baskin, others in

the cast give some surprising perfor—

Most notable is Bette

Midler‘s Barbara, a new direction for

her abilities.. Dreyfuss‘ is more ex—

pected, perhaps ever overdrawn.

Down And Out In Beverly Hills is

R rated for adult situations, a first for

a Disney production.

WildcatsBig Fish in a

Little Pond.

 

by William Glankler

Who is the big fish? Goldie Hawn

of course. Wildcats is another of the

little ponds like Protocol and Private

Benjamin that she is used to swim—

mingin. The names change but the

plots stay the same.

Well, nearly the same. In Protocol

she was diplomatically naive, but

guided by the idealistic principles

America was founded on. In

Wildeats she plays atrack coach who

dreams of being a football coach. But

she isn‘t naive, she knows her foot—

ball, better than anyoneelse it seems.

Predictably, she gets her chance to

coach— at a tough inner city school full

of losers. Predictably, there are ob—

 

stacles she must overcome— a team

made up of hooligans and criminals

who don‘t think she knows anything

about football; a silly macho coach at

her former school; her wimpy, non—

supportive ex—husband who wants to

get custody of their daughters; and

then, her own self doubts. —

Also, predictably, she rescues what

would be a cinematic turkey without

her unique talentsto keep it flying.

But enough is enough. Surely we

all have been educated by now to un—

derstand that women can be

whatever they want to be — soldiers,

diplomats, or football coaches

without another film on this theme,

no matter how funny.

One hopes that Hawn will move on

to expand her horizons and perhaps

swim in a larger pond the next time

she takes the plunge.

Wildeats is R rated for very rough
street language and for an ever so
brief flash of a naked Goldie in the
bathtub, a very small pone indeed.
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Book Reviews

from page 38

In his newly written introduction,

Spellman states that "I have tried to

let the musicians speak for

themselves as much as possible."

And so he has. The body of the book

stems from approximately 500 pages

of interview material that Spellman

— gathered primarily from the four

subjects themselves but also from a

number of musicians that they have

been associated with. A fine writer,

Spellman has judiciously arranged

the quotes with his own thoughts to

present a loving portrait of each
musician and his art. j

The author is both concerned with
and knowledgeable about musical
particulars. In 1966, his perceptions
were revelatory. In the intervening
twenty years, nearly every other
writer on jazz has drawn upon his
ideas. Today, they are the accepted
word.

He is equally concerned with the
right and the struggle of the black
jazz musician to earn a living from
his art. The four men under consider—
ation here are all musical giants, yet
all barely survived, living under
absurdly adverse circumstances that
often mitigated against the
production and propagation of their

. art. Herbie Nichols, at 44, was dying
of old age when Spellman was
interviewing. him. Spellman tackles
these issues with the musicians head
on. Much of the conversations center
around racism, drug addiction, the
insensitivity of the record industry
and the government‘s total lack of
support of one of America‘s most
invaluable 1nd1genous arts. Most of —
the book
provoking.

is thoroughly thought

Limelight has also reissued
Frederick Ramsey and Charles
Edward Smith‘s Jazzmen. When the
book appeared in 1939, it represented
the first attempt at thorough
research by Americans into jazz.
Divided into sections on New
Orleans, Chicago, New York and
"Hot Jazz Today," one reads
fascinating accounts of King Oliver‘s
Creole Jazz Band, Bix Beiderbecke
and boogie—woogie piano playlng In
Nat Hentoff‘s newly written
forward, he speaks of the "ceaseless
passion for this music" of all those
involved. That is communicated on

virtually every page. These are
pioneers going after the essence of
what they cared about the most.

I had read both of these books many
years ago. Rereading them was a
pleasure. Both are essential for the
period covered. If you care about the
avant garde in the sixties or jazz up
until the mid—thirties, you need to
read these books. Like Hentoff, I
envythe pleasure you will get upon
your first time through. ©

The New Grove Dictionary of
Musical Instruments
Edited by Stanley Sadie
(Grove Dictionaries of Music 3 Vol.)

$350

be of value to many. To my mind, it is

in this area that the three volumes

are most useful and exciting. Liner

notes to most records are simply

insufficient where non—Western

instruments are concerned. f

In addition, the whole is liberally

illustrated and many entries include

useful biographical citations. The

price tag is steep but for those of us

who drop a couple of grand on

records annually, it is worth it.
 

 

by Rob Bowman
 

Running three volumes of between

800 and 1,000 pages each, The New

Grove Dictionary of Musical

Instruments is as complete as one can

imagine such a work could be. The

material covered can be divided into

five broad categories: 1. instruments

of classical Western music; 2. im—

portant makers of classical Western

instruments; 3. modern Western

instruments (i.e. the electric guitar,

synthesizer, etc.); 4. performance

practice; and 5. non—Western and folk

instruments.

Although all these categories could

be valuable to any individual, the

material included in three and five

above is probably most pertinent to

readers of The Memphis Star. In

addition to broad general articles on

topics such as synthesizers and

computer instruments, a number of

more specific entries are included for

the Moog, the Fairlight, the

synclavier, etc. As can be gathered

from the last two entries cited, the

three volumes are completely up to

date. Casio even gets an entry.

By far the bulk of the work is made

up of the approximately 10,000

entries concerning non—Western and

folk instruments. Grove has

attempted to include an entry for

every instrument from every culture

on this planet. Each entry is written

by a scholar who has done actual

fieldwork among the people who use

the particular instrument. Entries

address matters ‘of history,

construction, tuning, use, per—

formance, practice and repertory.

With the growing interest in non—

Western music such as West African

juju and Afro—beat, this work should  

Talent Hunt _

To Provide Jobs

For Musicians

The Beale Street Tenants

Association and the Memphis Music

Association have announced the 1st

Annual Beale Street Talent Search

Jam to be held Friday, March 14,

1986, from 7 PM to 3 AM at the Omni—

Daisy Theatre on Beale Street. The

contest is open to all types of musical

acts from singles to big bands. Prizes

will be awarded for best act in the fol—

lowing categories: Street Enter—

tainer, Country, Funk, Blues, and

Rock. A Grand Prize will also be

given for Best Act of the Talent

Search.

Winners of the 1st Annual Beale

Street Talent Search will be hired for

club dates as well as various special

events planned on Beale: Street

during 1986. These events include

The Beale Street Jam Series, the

Beale Street Festival, and other sum—

mer events to be announced. In addi—

tion representatives of Memphis in

— May and Octoberfest will be present.

"This contest has the potential to

keep bands working throughout

1986," said Beale Street Tenants

Association President Ed Franklin.

"This is truly the start of something

good for Memphis music and
musicians."

Along with the contestants that

will be heard on March 14, guest ap—

pearances will be made by BealeSt.

regulars Don McMinn, Ruby Wilson,

Joyce Cobb, R.T. Scott, Kenneth

Jackson, Rufus Thomas and other

surprise artists. There will be a cover

charge of $5.00 per person for this

event. For further info contact Don

McMinn or Ed Franklin at 525—8979.
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March Concerts End Winter‘s Doldrums

ZZ Top, Coliseum, March 5th & 6th; John Cougar Mellencamp, Coliseum, March 18; Luther Vandross &

Isley, Jasper Isley, Coliseum, March 7 (see story on page 24); Starship, Orpheum, March 15; Heart,

Coliseum, March 8; Kris Kristofferson, Peabody, March 19; John Prine, Auditorium, March 11; and Leon

Russell, Peabody, March 2.

  

 
 

By The Way,

DoesAnybody Out

There Have Any

Spare Change?

  

 

We Want To Go

See All These

Folks, Too!
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The Hooters

from page 5

 

 

 
"You can‘t call a group the Hooters.

That‘s stupid!...the reaction was

either so positive or negative, we had

to go with it. It was just something

that no one would forget!"

— Eric Bazilian
photo by Skip Howard

I was 15," he said, referring to the

number of instruments he plays, but

adds, "I play just about any stringed

instrument, no bowed instruments. I

don‘t play the violin, yet, that‘s next.

Wind instruments. I play sax. I can

get a sound out of a flute. I play key—

boards....which I actually enjoy a

lot, and I‘m dynamite with a drum

machine."

What about the band‘s moniker:

the Hooters? What exactly is a
"hooter?"

"Steve Martin‘s got his own idea

about what a ‘hooter‘ is, but we steer

away from the biological," Bazilian

laughingly said.. "In the strictest

sense, for us, it‘s an instrument. It‘s a

Hohner Melodica (a hybrid

keyboard/harmonica), which we use

as an integral part of our sound.

Someone had the insane idea about

five—and—a—half, six years ago to call

our band the Hooters, just about the

time.—we had nicknamed the instru—

ment: ‘hooter,‘ and everybody said,

‘You can‘t call a group the Hooters.

That‘s stupid!‘ Everbody said that

and, the reaction was either so posi—

tive or so negative, we had to go with

it. It was just somethmg that no one
would forget!"

Apparently, no one has. The band
is in the process of touring now and
playing to SRO crowds all over the
country. MTV aired a Hooters con—
cert last month, and a long—form
video album will be released
sometime this spring. And, of course,
there‘ll be a new album. j

When asked about touring the
country, Bazilian didn‘t offer the
typical touring war stories. Instead,
he waxed poetically about the people
the Hooters play to. —

"America‘s a big country," he said.
"You see a map, you talk to people,
(but) you don‘t realize how big it is
until you travel by bus. You play in
big towns and small towns. You
realize that every place has people;
that every place is a community. It‘s
just like the one you came from. Peo—
ple‘s lives go on. It‘s just incredible
tha amount of life that teems,that
abounds on this continent."

Pretty profound, huh? Almost as
profound as his comments when
asked about "All You Zombies," the
reggae—influenced single from the
Nervous Night LP released last year.

"We weren‘t really making a con—
scious statement when we wrote the
song," he said. "It was really a song
that kind of came to us in a moment
of inspiration, if you will. ‘We were
sitting there working on something
else, and this melody and words just
came to us, and we wrote the song in
about an hour.

We‘re not a religious group, per se.
We all have our feelings and our
beliefs, and the song means
something to us in a very deep sense.
I‘ll say that it‘s a human message
more than a religious message, be—
cause thesong can be taken on many
levels. The fact that we use biblical
characters gives it the religious
angle, but religion is, once again, just
a part of nature, and human nature is
what the song is about."

Another message song off the
album is "Where Do the Children

Go," which brought Bazfllansome
grief when a‘ statement he made in a
Columbia Records pressrelease was
taken out ofcontext. The statement
read: "...the genreof ‘one last kiss‘
songs, making the connection of love,
sex and death, has always struck me
in a profound way. I hope people take
this as a pro—life song. That‘s the un—
derlying message.‘

He admits he " was on Mars when I
said that," adding that he meant ‘pro—
life‘ in the strictest sense. "I didn‘t
mean it in terms of the social issues,"
which is the way it has been inter—
preted. "I meant it as pro—living, pro—
human," he said. "Actually, it‘s no
real secret. There had been a lot of at—
tention focused on some teenage

. suicides in the Philadelphia area, and
we tried to write a song, very di—
rectly, about that, and we weren‘t
able to. We weren‘t comfortable spel—
ling it out. So, we wrote this. Like
"Zombies," the words just came to us.
And we looked back and realized we
had written about the thing we
wanted to write about in the first
place."

Bazilian said the song was,
"maybe," a disguised eulogy. Other —
interpretations of the song, he said,
included: child disappearances, kid—
nappings, the abortion issue and an
anti—nuclear statement. He called
the variety of interpretations "great,"
adding, "I love the fact that it can
touch people in son many ways,
rather than just being a song that
says, ‘Here, this is what it is" It
makes people think a little bit." ff
 

 

Roscoe‘s Surprise

from page 17

They also loved the medley ofDuke
Ellington standards cleanly and sen—
sitively played by John Lux on alto
and tenor sax. Bob Marbach on
piano, Frank Papajohn on bass and
Chris Canute on drums. Performing
without amplification, nobody got
upset about playing Blues and Jazz
in a church sanctuary, especially
since Ellington had done it more than
20 years ago with his "sacred"
concerts. Given the nature of the rest
of the program, some of Handy‘s and
Ellington‘s sacred pieces would have
been

—

quite appropriate.

.

Maybe
Roscoe can surprise us with them in a
concert hall sometime.
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MEMPHIS STAR Classifieds are inexpensive and effective. To place a classified ad stop |
by our office or send your ad to the MEMPHIS STAR, 643 S. Highland, Memphis, TN
38111. Cost is only 25¢ per word. Each word in bold face is 50¢. $4 minimum. Check or
money order must accompany your ad and we must receive it by the 16th of the month.

 

singer/songwriter
band/working

book in future — excellent
lyricist — tapes/pictures/

Female
looking for

rehearsal space available.
Christina 728—4149.1/3/86

Professional Groups Wanted.
Looking for part—time bands
to, play weekend one—niters
and full—time traveling bands

‘| ~to work club engagements.
— Must play a complete variety
of music, have good equip—
ment & lights, dependable
transportation and dress well.
Send picture, song list,
equipment list, references,
cassette demo tape to:
Memphis Area Performers,
Entertainment Agency, 3159
Caradine, Memphis, TN
38112. 1/1/85.

: The Memphis Star has an
opening for two feature
writers. Applicants must be
mature and. know what a
deadline is.» The pay is not
much and the job is demand—
ing, but the rewards are
numerous... Contact Tony
Jones at (901) 452—7827. (IH)

 

Drummer/Bass player
needed for established local
band.. Call 685—1076 for

— information. 1/1/86

 

Account Representative
needed for the Memphis Star.
Experience preferred. Top
commissions, expense
allowance. Send resume to
this publication c/o Sales
Manager. No phone calls
please. (IH)

 

Roland Space Echo Lab L—4
amplifier; Ampeg SVT

\ speaker —cabinet ~w/4—10"
. spkrs; Conn Strobotuner

— w/flight case. Call 393—0614;
. or 458—2237. 1/1/86

 

[ Quik Star Graphics can solve
— your typesetting and graphic
arts problems. Typesetting,
Lay Out, Design. Doing an
LP? Let us create your cover.
Call (901) 452—7827. (in) 

 

 

Guitar Lessons taught by
expert teacher, Lloyd Rainey.
Call us for details. The
Musitron at Amro. 323—8888.
12/3/85

Play Guitar in 7 Days. Now
you can play a beautiful song
in one day, any song in 7
days, with this 66 page
proven method. Also has 100
popular songs. Worth $6.95.
BONUS: $1. Chord Finder of
all the chords used in popular
music. $3 Guitarist Book of
Knowledge, and a $1 value
wallet size guitar tuner. Total
value $11.95. Your cost only
$5.95. Satisfaction Guar—
anteed. Send check or
money order to: The Honey—
suckle Patch, 4959 Hum—.
mingbird Ln., Memphis, TN
38117. 6/7/es.

Learn to write songs. | can
teach anybody with the
desire to learn, to compose
and arrange music for all
purposes. Call Vic at
901—948—8494 or 526—1966.
1/1/86

MUSICIANS NETWORK — if
you are a musician or singer
seeking other. artists to
form groups, duos, back—up
bands, etc., then the
Musicians Network, the
Musicians‘ & Entertainers‘
Referral is here for you. Con—
tact Ace Moore 901—324—4040

— ext. 87. 1/1/86

 

DRUMMER with good solid
meter and drive. New to the
area — years of experience on
the road and in the studio.
382—7443. 1/2786

Larry Casabella and the Bella
Band featuring Traditional
Country — Rock—a—Billy. Last—
est Single Release . . . Take
Me Back. For Bookings call
(601) 423—6498. Larry
Casabella P.O. Box 264, Rt. 4,
luka, MS 38852. For Free
sample copy of Take Me Back
write the above address.

The David Jones Band is
available for bookings.: Top
40 Country hits & ‘50s. Great
for parties, clubs. For more
information call (901) 365—
2164 or (901) 353—2842. 2/3/86

 

MEMPHIS MUSIC! Bill Black
Combo or The Andy Childs
Band. Available for private
parties. (901) 362—9000.
12/2785 ,

Large PA, small lighting
system, truck and engineer
for rent. Reasonable rates.
Call David Paige at 795—9901
or Kevin at 794—2043. 1/10/85

 

1 would like photos from the

original Bill Black Combo

group and/or letters or

newspaper articles with news

from his time (to 1965). Jn

exchange, | will send you a

nice souvenir from West

Germany. Send to: Dieter

Lack, Lilliencronstrasse 2,

224 Heide, Federal Republic

of Germany. (IHF)

Roommate wanted to share
3 BDR/2 BA house in Hickory
Hill. W&D, fireplace, dish—
washer, —tennis ‘court for
$200.00/mo. plus. utilities.

362—1290. 1/1/86

Restaurant Owners call the

MemphisStar today and ask

us about a FREE AD. (!H)

On Jan. 16, 1986, the follow—

ing vehicle and items were

stolen from Tom Nunnery on

Brooks Rd. near Airways

Blvd. (Memphis, TN): 1977

Ford F100 Ranger XLT,

License # TN 1—X2F60,

Vehicle 1.D. # F10SUO 208 37

Color of Vehicle: Black with

black topper. Items in rear of

vehicle: Roland GR—700 (2 ft.

x 3 ft. silver in color, foot

switches 1—8), Fostex 4—Track

Cassette Recorder, Orange

Marshall 4—12 Speaker Cab—

inet, Black Marshall 2—12

Speaker Cabinet, Two (2)

Traynor 4—10 Speaker

Cabinets, Two (2) Electro

Voice 1—15 Speaker Cabinets,

Yamaha RX11 Drum Mach—

ine, . Tarus: Bass Pedals

#1178X,. Peavy 400 Power

Amp, Peavy 260 Monitor

Amp, Peavy Classic Guitar

Amp, Peavy 6—Channel Board

Serial # 4A01838367, Ibanez

401 Multi<—Effects Unit.

Should you have any infor—

mation regarding these items

please contact Tom Nunnery

at 393—5751 or 332—6679. A

REWARD will be given. 1/2/86

 

 

"The Club that beats |

the streets

could use a hand."

 

"Over a million kids de—

pend on the Boys Club. For —

them, the Boys Club is a

place to learn and a place

to go. The Boys Club is a

place where people care...

where kids discover they

can believe in themselves.

"The Boys Club helps kids

build the character they

need to grow up and be—

come our nation‘s doctors,

lawyers, leaders... and even

actors. | know. | was a Boys

Club kid. And I still am.

"The Boys Club can‘t help

these kids alone. They need

your help. The Club that

beats the streets could use

a hand."

BOYS CLUB

The Club that beats the streets.
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WINA FREE

Amp Monet 5010

MASTER LEAD COMBO

(Retail Value $4999°)

      

 

 

ATAMRDMUSIC

Somebody is going to win this
Marshall 5010 on April 5th in our 5th
Giveaway. It could be YOU! Stop by the
Musitron at 2918 Poplar with your entry and
checllf' out the Marshall Sound. Good
Luck!

There‘s nothing to buy, nothing to
guess, nothing to write — no strings attached!
(Sorry, but employees of participating
companies and their families aren‘t eligible
for the drawing). You can only enter once
and reproductions and fac51mlles are
not allowed.

gom an ar an wn aanneson oe ane ss cone sans wie cos cogs mocs maen mes mane cas dee sen

i Marshall Amp Giveaway
| Name

The 5010 MASTER LEAD COMBO " | madress
Representing Marshall‘s newest, the I §
5010 is a compact, combination solid state i City _______________State___Zip
amp and loudspeaker system designed to | Ph
meet the most exacting requirements of pT
today‘s recording studios and live per— The Musitron
formances. The 5010 features a solid 2918 Poplar Avenue

I
I

|
30 watt power supply, advanced EQ | Memphis, TN 38111

I
I
I

 

 

 
Mail Or Bring To:

controls, headphone jack, and a specially most Be Received fio Merch 31. 1989+ a FACSIMILES NOT ACCEPTED — VOID WHERE PROHIBITEDdesigned 12" CELESTION Speaker. Winner Responsible For Applicable Taxes
lncredible' f L Winner Agrees To Use Their Photo In Advertilmg
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KRNB MEMPHIS

GEORGE CLINTON

MARY JANE GIRLS
#

LIONEL RICHIE

JENNIFER HOLID/ /

JEFFREY OSBOURNE

WE ADD

100,000 WATTS OF

ToYour Music

24 HOURS A DAY

STACEY LATTISAW

RICK JAMES F
PHIL COLLINS

? MICHAEL JACKSON
STEVIE WONDER 4 * ACHSC

TINA TURNER

PAUL YOUNG

ATLANTIC STARR

¢ _MELBA MOORE
PATTI LaBELLE

TEDDY PENDERGRASS

X ARETHA FRANKLIN

DeBARGE

LUTHER VANDROSS

x

POINTER SISTERS

%
CULTURE CLUB

BOBBY WOMACK
RUFUS & CHAKA

xt
MICHAEL McDONALD

# KOOL AND THE GA:.

 

 



 

   
  

 

Nakamichi has the reputation of creating the finest

mobile sound components in the world. You may

think they‘re expensive. We can show you that

they‘re not!

The TD—500 Mobile Tuner/Cassette Deck is
competitively priced yet it outperforms other front

ends by a wide margin. One reason is its innovative

azimuth control which aligns the head with each

recording so every tape sounds as bright and clear

in your car as at home. Response extends from

20 Hz to 21kHz + 3 dB—performance ordinary car

decks cannot match.

Whichever Nakamichi Mobile Sound System you

choose—from the most expensive to the least—you

can be assured that you‘ve invested wisely for the _

name Nakamichi is synonymous with the finest

in music reproduction.

Invest in the best. Come in and see the complete

Nakamichi Mobile Sound line—Tuner/Cassette

Decks, Power Amplifiers, Speakers and acces—

sories. As an authorized Nakamichi Mobile Sound

Dealer, we are specially equipped and trained to

answer your questions and help you select the ideal

Mobile Sound System for your automobile.

At Modern Music we use only the

best wire and connectors. Plus we

test all components before instal—

lation.

AUDIO

We‘re

788 E. Brookhaven Circle

Memphis, TN 38117

(901) 682—6557

THE BOTTOM LINE: ANYONE CAN INSTALL A CAR STEREO

BUT WE‘RE NOT SATISFIED UNTIL YOUR SYSTEM IS PERFECT
 

 
 



 

mid—south concerts

presents
 

SPECIAL

vest OUTFIELD

SATURDAY e MARCH 15 « 8 p.m. « ORPHEUM THEATRE

RESERVE SEATS $14.50* e ON SALE NOW

 
 

 

m
|J

THE SCARECRC

TOUR

MARCH 18

8 p.m.

MID—SOUTH

COLISEUM

RESERVE SEATS

$14.50

ON SALE NOW

 

  

 

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL TICKET HUB OUTLETS

AND SEARS STORES. CHARGE BY PHONE AT 725—HUBB
*INCLUDES 50¢ ORPHEUM PRESERVATION FUND
 

 

   

 


